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This thesis discusses the relationship between classic comic books and BDSM 

(bondage, discipline, sadism and masochism.) Will Eisner’s The Spirit is used to discuss 

sexuality and power in comics, with special attention paid to Eisner's “The Kissing 

Caper.” The Eisner chapter explores the relationship between sadomasochism, film noir, 

gender dynamics and comics. Using Judith Butler, Fredric Wertham and Theodor Reik, 

the gender politics of The Spirit are discussed. Women's changing roles in the post- 

World War II American workplace are linked to Eisner’s BDSM themes in The Spirit 

from the character’s origin story to the 1950s.  

In examining Alan Moore’s Watchmen, the paper focuses on transactional power 

dynamics and how BDSM rituals are enacted in modern American comics. American 

power relationships in politics are used as a comparison and contrast to BDSM dynamics 

in Watchmen. Samuel R. Delany, William Moulton Marston and Pat Califia are used as 

theorists within the discussion of power exchanges in Dave Gibbons and Alan Moore’s 
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graphic novel. The consensual fantasy element to this power relationship is demonstrated 

as the underlying dynamic of the act, and not as actual punishment or nonconsensual 

sadism. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

“Sexually progressive cultures gave us mathematics, literature, philosophy, 

civilization and the rest, while sexually restrictive cultures gave us the Dark Ages and the 

Holocaust. Not that I’m trying to load my argument, of course.” 

       —Alan Moore, qtd. in Arthur 

 

Within this paper, I consider whether comics influence real world power 

transference and why the dynamics of power exchange matter when examining gender 

roles. Since comics allow and encourage readers to embellish already existing power 

fantasies, particularly those largely produced in New York by citizens of a military 

superpower, the representative texts give a much clearer statement of how power 

constructs affect readers when these roles are exaggerated. Moreover, since superhero 

comics demonstrate a power dynamic of sadomasochism, one naturally wonders why 

extreme power fantasies and conversely, the profound loss of power, suffering and 

masochistic humiliation, so often repeat themselves within this genre. I will also discuss 

the problematic relationship between power roles in private sexual practice and the 

decoded nature of “law and order,” with the latter often seeking to regulate the former 

despite the fact that they often mimic one another. 

Where do themes of sadomasochism originate, if they do not spring fully formed 

from Zeus’s head? Dominance and submission also occur outside the panels of comic 

book stories. Within the dynamic of employer/employee, parent/child, police 
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officer/prisoner and most instances where two people maintain a relationship it is seldom 

if ever an exactly equal amount of power held by both parties. Most individuals might 

naturally gravitate towards being at either extreme, yet fluctuate between the roles when 

in different social situations. Even buying a cup of coffee—or accepting change from the 

barista can involve a nuanced power dynamic. Noticing small-scale power dynamics 

illustrates how power operates on a micro level—it functions through the artifice of 

shared and socially constructed relationships. Within a pairing of two people, one 

individual holds power in a socially acceptable role while the other either accepts or 

challenges this authority, demonstrating a power exchange. Consider the invocation 

“love, honor and obey” in the marriage ceremony—“obey” comes at the end of the litany 

like a puritanical mandate, literally used to enforce the husband’s will, and yet marriage 

is widely recognized as a socially legal institution for joining a union to begin a family. 

Yet this vision of marriage hearkens back to an earlier time when the bride became the 

groom’s property as a commercial transaction. 

Will Eisner uses a number of highly coded transactions in The Spirit as a means 

of negotiating gender, informing his protagonist’s power and abilities against the 

prevailing period chauvinism. The Spirit’s masochism also allows glimpses into the male 

psychology of receiving pleasure through transformational pain and disempowerment. In 

The Spirit, we witness his behavior coded against 1940s traditional gender roles, the 

indoctrination of women in the workforce assuming male authority, stylized through film 

noir archetypes. Eisner’s discourse on female empowerment enables The Spirit to act as a 

socially progressive strip that renegotiates gender concerns. By undermining male 

authority, Eisner illustrates women rapidly entering the workplace during the post-war 
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boom and men grudgingly and awkwardly submitting to the dislocation of traditional 

gender norms. Eisner’s Spirit, like the later comics of Alan Moore, often uses bondage, 

discipline and sadomasochism in order to explore these themes. Gender dislocation often 

leads to feminization or a more gender neutral framework. The Spirit’s macho persona is 

overpowered by culturally “other” feminine characteristics and subdued in Eisner’s The 

Spirit. Similarly, in Moore’s Watchmen, there is also a great deal of content involving 

bondage, discipline, sadism and masochism, hereafter abbreviated as BDSM. This 

subdual enables a transgression to appear in the narrative that is uncommonly liberating. I 

will explore how sadistic or masochistic roles, commonly referred to as S/M, can be 

gender-less, or gender neutral, using Pat Califia, and explain how these roles constitute an 

overarching challenge to the norm. The challenge lies in accepting sexuality as fluid, so 

even when a feminine design overpowers the masculine persona, we react with interest, 

rather than disgust. If accepting the reversal of sexual norms can truly be embraced, and 

the liberated female persona becomes the norm, then the moral valuations we place on 

gender and sexual ambiguity can be displaced for the greater opportunity to support the 

individual’s best interests rather than feel societal pressures to adopt a meaningless sexual 

persona. 

Will Eisner’s The Spirit and Alan Moore’s Watchmen are about societal power 

and control.  Many comics also discuss these same themes and use BDSM as a way of 

maneuvering through these issues. Discussion of Eisner’s oeuvre has been largely 

celebratory, recognizing his iconic pioneering as a comic book artist and writer. Praise 

for Eisner’s groundbreaking work is richly deserved, and yet this adoration contributes to 

a paucity of in-depth critical discussion, particularly on The Spirit. And even in 
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discussing potential Eisnerian weaknesses, stock characters, or wobbly characterization, 

there is no need to defend Eisner’s technique, innovation and style, which have been so 

uniformly praised.   

In addition, comics came under attack in the 1950s by Fredric Wertham. His 

Seduction of the Innocent (1953) decried comic book sadomasochism as perverse, and 

attempted to prove that comics corrupted the youth. Wertham’s tirade regrettably 

infantilized comics during a critical period, inhibiting potential artistic growth during an 

otherwise fertile era. In Seduction of the Innocent, Wertham censors comics as if 

criminals were committing actual felonies documented by comic book historians. Yet, 

instead of convicting real criminals, Wertham is content to “out” Batman and Robin for 

their homosexuality. 

Wertham correctly identifies sadomasochistic acts without understanding why 

these themes appeared so frequently; he simply labeled all comics as crime comics, and 

thus harmful to all children in all circumstances. Coincidentally, the DSM-IV-TR 

considers sexual masochism (302.83) and sexual sadism (302.84) as paraphiliac 

conditions “likely to have been present in childhood” (573). Hence, even though children 

read comics, it is too coincidental to maintain that reading comics causes the 

development of paraphilia in children. Yet some children who do not read comics 

develop paraphilia and certainly acts of violence are committed in cultures where comic 

books are uncommon. 

How can we then analyze S/M themes in comics specifically written for an adult 

audience when children are removed from the equation? I cannot say with any absolute 

certainty that comics negatively influence children—I actually suspect that they 
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positively influence children and have the potential to improve literacy. Comics were 

beneficial to me as a child and increased my own reading comprehension at an early age. 

Comics give children a way to explore escapism and fantasy themes in literature. And it 

is dubious if Wertham would have distinguished more extreme sadomasochism from the 

more playful version of dominance and submission in Eisner’s Spirit stories. Readers 

enjoying the consensual power exchange in a violent comic book would likely be 

anathema to Wertham. And he did not describe adults as comics readers, viewing them as 

merely children’s entertainment, ignoring that segment of the larger readership. 

Indeed, Fredric Wertham’s 1950s attack on superhero comics (Superman, 

Batman, and Wonder Woman,) demonstrates more concerns with their sexuality than 

their relative morality. He viewed sexuality in comic books as indoctrinating propaganda. 

Presumably, if impressionable children followed Superman, Batman and Wonder 

Woman’s prompts as role models they would grow up to become sexual deviants. Post-

Wertham, Alan Moore explores sexual amorality and fetishism in Watchmen, by making 

it clear that the characters have sex lives rather than hinting at a murky subtext to achieve 

his desired effect. 

In Seduction of The Innocent, Wertham argues that “Superman (with the big S on 

his uniform—we should, I suppose, be thankful that it is not an S.S.) needs an endless 

stream of submen, criminals and ‘foreign looking people’ not only to justify his existence 

but even to make it possible” (34). The Senate comics investigation began in 1954, and 

prior to this, Wertham “singled Superman out, noting that the comic books aroused in 

children ‘phantasies (sic) of sadistic joy in seeing other people punished over and over 

again while you yourself remain immune” (Nyberg 60). In Wertham’s context, the child 
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is a voyeuristic sadist. Yet, Wertham seemingly overlooks the possibility of a masochistic 

voyeur emerging from the text and the fact that Superman also endured punishment. 

Wonder Woman is his least favorite character:  “She is physically very powerful, 

tortures men, has her own female following, and is the cruel ‘phallic’ woman” (Wertham 

34).  Wonder Woman is “the exact opposite of what girls are supposed to want to be” 

(Wertham 34). Presumably, the reversal means girls want to be physically weak, tortured 

by their significant others, have no friends or role models outside the home, and yet be 

kind and cheery. This also demonstrates Wertham’s prescriptive roles for gender, and 

how he cannot reconcile women being in a powerful or dominant sexual role, or anything 

which grants authority. 

To Wertham, Superman is Hitler, Wonder Woman, a bisexual Amazon 

dominatrix who incites lust and engenders slave bondage fantasies, and Batman and 

Robin (AKA “Dick” Grayson), a dynamic pair of homosexual crime fighters “getting 

ready to swing into action.”  Surprisingly, Wertham does not speculate on the gadgets in 

the duo’s utility belts, or the phallic Batmobile, but he does mention other probable 

causes of homosexuality. Wertham notices: 

Special emphasis is given in whole series of illustrations to girls’ buttocks.  This 

is a kind of fetichism (sic) and in some individuals leads to rigid fetichistic (sic) 

tendencies either in fantasy or in actual life later. Such preoccupations, as we 

know from psychoanalytic and Rorschach studies, may have a relationship also  

to early homosexual attitudes. (178)   

Indeed, Wertham believes homosexuality could result from viewing well-

endowed female buttocks on the printed page. Indeed, if you extend this argument 
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forward, having sex with a woman potentially causes homosexuality. In Wertham’s 

opinion, reading cartoons on the printed page can alter a child’s formative sexual identity.  

Yet, some mental health experts have been friendly to comics and have created 

their own BDSM narratives as comics creators. William Moulton Marston, Wonder 

Woman’s creator and a comics pioneer, had a fascination with dominance and 

submission, in his academic research, personal life, and as a comic book author. Most 

Wonder Woman comics included her as both top (in a dominant position) and bottom (in 

a submissive role), often trying to escape from bondage. Lee Easton and Richard 

Harrison suggest, “it brought a reader-engaging, even a reader involving eroticism to 

Wonder Woman’s stories by appealing to what already was appealing to the public erotic 

imagination” (188). Similarly, Easton and Harrison note that bondage is used as a trope in 

television series inspired by comic books, “After the code, such scenes diminished, but as 

a device, I’d note that almost all the Batman TV show cliffhangers, so successful in the 

mid 1960s, used this device on the Caped Crusader, Robin and later Batgirl” (188). 

Superman’s themes are also evident but the creators’ influence and intent has not 

been discussed until recently. In Secret Identity: The Fetish Art of Superman’s Co-

Creator Joe Shuster, Shuster’s lesser known artwork is revealed to be explicitly 

sadomasochistic (Yoe). And as evidenced by Shuster’s sensational post-Superman 

artwork, his fetish characters resemble templates of Lois Lane, Clark Kent/Superman and 

Lex Luthor, which shows his original intent in drawing Superman and the subtext that 

was left out—at least to this extent--in the original Superman comics. 

Sadomasochism has existed in most of the more popular superhero comics since 

their inception. It remains to be discussed what this communicates and why these themes 
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persist. My coverage will include Eisner’s early work on The Spirit from the 1940s 

wartime era to the 1950s and then examines Alan Moore’s Watchmen (1986-7) in chapter 

two. This discussion will include the BDSM subtext in superhero comics as well as 

address the relationship between fantasies of dominance and submission in the US, in 

both economic and military terms.  

Michel Foucault was also influential in the theoretical discussion of 

sadomasochism and had a strong interest in this practice in his personal life. James 

Miller, in The Passion of Michel Foucault gives a thorough account of Foucault’s strong 

interest in BDSM even in the later years of his life, using Nietzsche, Deleuze, Sade, and 

Georges Bataille as touchstones to examine his interest. According to psychiatrist Robert 

J. Stoller, “Consensual sadomasochists do not brutalize, humiliate or torture each other, 

they tantalize then satisfy” (qtd. in Miller 256). And as Stoller explains, “The art of 

sadomasochism, is its theater: its delicious simulation of harm, of high risk” (qtd. in 

Miller 256-7). In fact, Miller suggests that Foucault viewed S/M practice as a way of 

finding a higher level of truth. “It is as if Foucault wished to suggest that S/M was itself, 

in some way, a kind of Nietzschean ‘game of truth’—a game played with the body itself” 

(269). Foucault expounds on this in a letter to Jean Le Bitoux in 1978: 

They are in fact extraordinary falsifications, of pleasure, . . .” With the help of the 

right ‘instruments’ (tit clamps, cockrings, whips, chains, lancets) and ‘symbols’ 

(cells, operating tables, dungeons, crucifixes), one might be able, as Foucault 

explained to Le Bitoux, ‘to invent oneself’ --to make a new ‘self’ appear—and 

also ‘to make of one’s body a place for the production of extraordinarily 

polymorphic pleasures, while simultaneously detaching it from a valorization of 
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the genitalia’ (the French word is sexe), “and particularly of the male genitalia’ 

(Miller 269) 

 Foucault’s heady discourse might not make immediate sense to the reader at this 

juncture in the thesis, but I encourage you to consider Foucault’s sense of falsification 

and apply this concept to gender, particularly male gender in abstentia once it is desexed 

and ungendered when discussing Eisner’s Spirit character. And I would also add that the 

same language used here also fits comics just as well, and that to some readers, comics 

elicit those same “extraordinary falsifications, of pleasure,” that Foucault describes. 

 The reader might wonder which impulse I am referring to (sadism or masochism) 

when sadomasochism is invoked. Rarely are compound words so deliberately binary—

words like “bipolar”, describing an alternating depressed and exuberant mood, are 

uncommon. Bipolar and sadomasochism also label psychological conditions, which can 

be analyzed or diagnosed using the DSM-IV, to describe a medical condition requiring 

treatment. Since the descriptor is two opposing types, the definition wears a Janus face 

and is not easily categorized. Sadomasochism (with exceptions like self mutilation or 

suicide) is also a “condition” requiring interaction with another person, in most instances 

a sadist and a masochist both need to be present for a scene to occur. 

Masochism is simply an inversion of sadism, according to Freud in Three 

Contributions to the Theory of Sex (21-23). The masochist has the same desires as the 

sadist, and directs the destructive impulse inward rather than outward, choosing to self-

punish rather than direct the energy outside the Id (Reik 30). Furthermore, when a sadist 

inflicts punishment, the masochist’s pain can be vicariously experienced, and so shared 

between them as an identifiable experience. So in considering sadomasochism, I would 
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caution using an either/or approach to the category (i.e., tormented/tormenter) is 

potentially misleading and counterproductive for our purposes. The same channeled 

energy is simply expressed differently, as the inward or outward impulse. And although 

Freud later revised his theory on masochism, this starting point describes why 

sadomasochism will suffice to describe either extreme’s binary within this research 

(Freud 23). 

The corollary to sadomasochism (S/M) is B/D or bondage and discipline, which is 

often lumped in with sadomasochism as a category although they represent different 

activities. Eisner’s work falls more often into B/D as it is more about characters being 

physically bound and controlled in many of his scenes, yet he also uses an S/M dynamic. 

Also, the difference between consensual and non-consensual S/M is distinct—in a real 

world dynamic the difference between aggravated assault and a consensual activity--and 

often S/M is presented in comics as non-consensual, even though the artist’s subtext may 

hint at a shared or welcome power exchange between winking characters, as in Eisner’s 

1946 “The Kissing Caper.” A power exchange enables power to shift between the 

characters in an enjoyable or pleasing fashion, rather than strict punishment. Hence, 

within a power exchange, the dynamic is consensual, and there is the strong suggestion 

that mutual pleasure derives from the act, even an act which outwardly resembles strict 

punishment. In some comics stories, even nonconsensual acts might still be rendered as 

consensual if a power exchange is covertly hinted at, as in Eisner’s “The Kissing Caper.” 

In this paper, when discussing the S/M dynamic, often B/D may be included in 

the dynamic although unstated as a larger category (BDSM). Yet when B/D is explicitly 

mentioned then the reference assumes there may be little sadomasochism present and the 
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scene is focusing more narrowly on bondage and discipline.  And at other times the entire 

complement of activities may be referenced by the initials BDSM. 

Eisner thusly uses elements of sadomasochism, but in many stories, favors 

elements coded as B/D, bondage and discipline, or D/S, dominance and submission. In 

D/S, one person has direct control over the other, and this is often coded as a power 

exchange within an erotic relationship. In Eisner’s stories, there can still be 

sadomasochistic elements; in fact, often they are inseparable. Yet the stories are 

sometimes characterized with a male lead, (often The Spirit) being tied up and 

disciplined, outsmarted or giving up elements of control and serving as a submissive to 

the dominant, often a woman, in Eisner’s D/S themed stories. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

A Study in Submission: Will Eisner’s The Spirit 

 

 Will Eisner’s The Spirit is an iconic comic book hero “Everyman” once described 

as “the only real middle-class crimefighter” (Mercer 7). In creating The Spirit, Eisner had 

an adult audience in mind, allowing the exploration of adult comics themes. Eisner’s 

noir-tinged seven and eight-page stories were groundbreaking, often using The Spirit to 

explore power and control, while also addressing gender mobility and performance.
1
 

Theodor Reik’s discussion of dominance and submission in Masochism in Modern Man 

(1941) explores this power dynamic from a theoretical perspective. Judith Butler’s 

Gender Trouble--elaborates on gender politics, and I use Butler and Reik to elaborate on 

Eisner’s work. Eisner transgresses traditional comic book narratives with gender blurring 

sadomasochistic play to inform his narrative through a discourse on female 

empowerment. Eisner’s early contributions to gender and sexuality in comics deliver a 

surprisingly powerful feminist message within a reworking of genre and gender themes 

(read “gendre”-d, and the dread related to gender and cultural instability when such texts 

are actively en-gendred as a textual neologism.) Eisner uses this gendred sadomasochistic 

interplay wherein the enacted fantasy becomes an elaborate part of gendre performance 

as a recurring theme. So, rather than Eisner’s exercises existing only as simple brutality 

and violence, he uses highly coded and transitory enacted roles that become fantasy and 
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wish fulfillment through gender renegotiation and the summative act of a willful power 

exchange. 

 Eisner’s seven-page stories consistently achieve what most writers cannot ever 

hope to accomplish in the modern 32-page comic.
2
 John Carlin, Paul Karasik, and Brian 

Walker in Masters of the American Comics describe Eisner as a masterful creator. 

“Eisner developed the language of comic books in much the same way that Winsor 

McCay perfected the formal language of comic strips almost a half century earlier” (94). 

Carlin further comments that, “The Spirit, another product of Eisner’s overactive 

imagination, was a superhero without superpowers and one of the best drawn strips in the 

history of comic book art” (65). 

When Eisner’s creation resurfaces for revivals in film or comics, the tendency is 

to linger on The Spirit’s masochistic nature and proclivity for being tied up and put on 

public display by numerous femme fatales. Frank Miller’s 2008 film, The Spirit, Darwyn 

Cooke’s revival of the series, and the Spirit First Wave series by Mark Schultz and 

Moritat (both DC comics), all hearken back to the earlier covers of the Kitchen Sink 

Press reprints highlighting Eisner’s elaborate bondage motifs (The Spirit Archives 21, 7; 

henceforth “TSA”). In the original medium of Eisner’s newspaper strips, The Spirit’s 

sadomasochism could be hidden in a newspaper supplement within a few well-placed 

interior panels, but modern Spirit comics loudly proclaim dominance and submission 

with the lurid covers.
3
 The Warren and Kitchen Sink reprints, in keeping with Darwyn 

Cooke’s later stories fetishize The Spirit with their explicit covers often depicting the 

hero in bondage waylaid by women (TSA 21, 7). Indeed, Neil Gaiman, recollects when 

writing his own Spirit story, that there exists “the idea that somewhere in the background 
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there is a Spirit story going on that keeps intersecting with our story, with all the classic 

Spirit motifs, including him being tied up” (qtd. in Andelman 311). The Spirit does not 

rescue women per se; instead, they long to restrain and control him. Women are only 

interested in rescuing him when his life is put in jeopardy by worse men. Their rationale 

appears dictated by the fact that if killed, The Spirit could no longer be made submissive. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Eisner, Will. The Spirit: Femmes Fatales. New York: DC Comics, 2008. 177.  

Print. 
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This classic power reversal allows The Spirit to stand in as both the feminized 

damsel in distress and the representative hero, allowing for an interesting power dynamic. 

Traditional comic book and pulp narratives featured a restrained heroine (a la Matt 

Baker’s bondage cover Phantom Lady #17 April 1948), often being rescued by a male 

hero. Walter B. Gibson’s The Shadow and Lester Dent’s Doc Savage earlier pulp covers 

also often featured a frustrated protagonist. The Eisner covers remove this triangular 

power and replace it with a simpler two-part power structure--distressed hero and femme 

fatale, reversing the traditional power triad in comics. Yet, the neo-Eisner covers are 

largely inspired by Eisner’s original scripts. His newspaper splash pages were much more 

detailed and creative than later comic book covers, with “The Spirit” lettering elaborately 

decorating and enhancing every Eisner splash panel to great effect. In the Sunday 

supplements, these splash panels would also serve as the cover of the story. Other artists 

co-opted Eisner’s earlier art from a single interior panel and used it as cover art to evoke 

what was always in Eisner’s stories, perhaps the most suggestive and provocative 

element. 

Eisner was given a large degree of artistic freedom, yet he was still forced to draw 

The Spirit’s eye mask, catering to a superhero publishing frenzy. Without the 

mask, The Spirit is initially more recognizable as Sam Spade than as Jerry Siegel and Joe 

Shuster’s Superman. He is a ready target for common criminals, even the bottom tenth of 

the underworld and contends with street criminals capturing, beating, and torturing him 

on a weekly basis. He is physically strong, but can be captured and tied up without 

Kryptonite or magic. 
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Fig. 3. Eisner. Will. The Spirit #23. Princeton, Wis.: Kitchen Sink Enterprises, 1980. 

Cover. Print. 

 

Despite The Spirit’s absence of superpowers, Eisner’s stories involve magic, mad 

scientists, talking cockroaches, time travel and aliens. The Spirit fights crime largely in 

the confines of Central City’s more or less “real world.” The Spirit has alliances with 

Commissioner Dolan’s police department, a boy sidekick named Ebony White and a few 
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trusted friends. This friendship with the police and the fact that The Spirit himself is an 

ex-police officer also establishes the strip’s punishment dynamic. The Spirit’s status as a 

“middle-class crimefighter” is immediately identifiable to the average reader, making 

transference possible within this punishment dynamic. He is Central City’s only 

superhero. The Spirit’s villains might have stylistic costume flourishes (The Octopus, Mr. 

Carrion), but The Spirit is Eisner’s lone masked superhero. Although The Spirit is the 

default hero, the fantastic circumstances occurring around him are amplified since he 

does not have powers. The Spirit functions as the heroic straight man for the absurd and 

fantastic happenings in Eisner’s extraordinary world, thus making his titular crime fighter 

more grounded in reality when compared to the fantastic and improbable Eisner 

narratives. Eisner’s world could be defined as “Magical Realism Comics Noir.” In this 

manner, Eisner puts his narrative strangeness and fantasy into the plot, supporting 

characters and landscape. 

Eisner’s Spirit is repeatedly disempowered more like a throwaway villain than a 

hero; he is beaten, shot, knifed and waiting to die only to rebound and return fully 

restored in the next weekly newspaper installment, despite near-death injuries. A casual 

glance at a random Eisner Spirit story will establish recurring sadomasochistic themes. 

The significance is their relationship to proto-feminism in post WWII, rather than 

proving or establishing sadomasochistic behavior which is evident in the stories. Below is 

a representative example from the January 20, 1946, “Satin Returns.” 
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Fig. 4. Eisner, Will. The Spirit: Femmes Fatales. New York: DC Comics, 2008. 62. Print. 

 

The Spirit’s origin story is a masochistic parable. Psychological trauma is 

common in a superhero’s initiating secret identity and frequently heralds the superhero’s 

subsequent call to action. While fighting Dr. Cobra, Denny Colt is killed in a chemical 

accident, and begins his new life as The Spirit, forever abandoning his Denny Colt 

identity by becoming a superhero without an ongoing secret identity to safeguard.  
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Eisner abandons traditional wimpy superhero alter egos at the beginning of The 

Spirit. Eisner’s practical reason for doing this may have been that eight pages was too 

short to focus on both a superhero and secret identity with less room to develop both 

personas. Margaret Atwood elaborates on this dynamic of the superhero persona versus 

the secret identity: 

The superhero, large and powerful and good, was what we wished to be; the 

“real” alias, the one who lived dans le vrai and was small and weak and fallible 

and at the mercy of beings more powerful than us, was what we actually were. 

Yeats and his theory of personae had nothing on us. (31) 

The Spirit’s “identity suicide” kills off his weaker Denny Colt alter ego even 

while establishing a more powerful persona, allowing him to behave in perpetuity as 

offending sadist and stricken masochist. This is like Freud’s Oedipal complex, except that 

the boy disposes of himself rather than killing the father. Identity transference in 

superhero mythology is varied, but typically occurs with less finality than The Spirit’s 

killing Denny Colt. Denny Colt supplants his name and uses The Spirit to “Deny” Colt.
4
   

 Perhaps the most revealing example of Eisner’s use of BDSM themes is in “The 

Kissing Caper,” published April 7 1946. The story is set during the larger historical 

context of post WWII soldiers returning home to find women embedded in the 

workforce. The Spirit is never in serious jeopardy, educating Ellen Dolan on the proper 

method of tying up criminals in her own home, like a kinky public service message for 

bored housewives. After considering “The Kissing Caper,” I will examine Spirit stories 

where Ellen Dolan’s role introduces themes of dominance and submission. 
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Ellen Dolan ties up The Spirit in her home so she can solve the “Kissing Caper” 

mystery, supplanting his heroic role. Ellen’s motivation stems from her territoriality—she 

wants to keep The Spirit away from other seductive female rivals. Eisner evokes a sexual 

tension throughout “The Kissing Caper” by having Ellen bind The Spirit in her father’s 

home; feminizing him in a domestic parlor, while elaborately fetishizing The Spirit’s 

awkward male helplessness. Ellen Dolan paves the way for Nylon Rose, his past 

adversary, to also render him completely helpless. The Spirit is caught between the 

archetypal film noir good girl Ellen (blonde hair, naïve) and bad girl Nylon (brunette, 

worldly wise), as both women can be coded as variations of noir cinema’s femme fatale. 

Richard Reynolds discusses how the cinematic narrative informs sexuality in a new and 

different way, something Eisner was reworking in comics. Eisner’s women were no less 

dangerous than the onscreen femme fatales. 

The blurring of the boundaries between heroine and villainess should be seen in 

the context of contemporary Hollywood female leads such as Barbara Stanwyck 

and Veronica Lake—a tough, fascinating and (for the male victims) even 

menacing construct of sexuality, never hitherto as openly acknowledged in the 

discourse of the popular culture. (Reynolds 37) 

In this noir construct, feminine sexuality is threatening to the male victim while it 

is also alluring. According to Andrew Dickos, there are six different elements of the noir 

femme fatale, herein abbreviated, to show conventions Eisner typically used. Typically 

she is young, roughly between twenty and forty-five, has an independent will and the 

need to control, is motivated by wealth and exciting sex, appears mysterious and often 

dies or is arrested for her crimes at the end (Dickos 162-3). 
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Although the final element is not present in “The Kissing Caper,” Eisner uses it 

elsewhere (“Wild Rice” TSA 16), as he developed and reused recurring series characters 

whenever possible. However both Ellen and Nylon fit this description: “these women are 

radical disrupters of the status quo or, in the case of Lucia Harper in The Reckless 

Moment, an extreme defender of it” (Dickos 163). In this manner, both Nylon and Ellen 

break the status quo, while acting ostensibly to uphold and protect the law, enabling them 

to accomplish both extremes of the dictum, something often negotiated by superheroes. 

The Spirit, despite 1940s chauvinism, often competes with women in Eisner’s 

stories. When The Spirit is put in his place, it is more often by women such as Ellen, 

Nylon, or Silk Satin, another femme fatale. In most of the Ellen Dolan Spirit stories, 

rivalry between the sexes initiates or complicates the plot. 

 “The Kissing Caper” begins when Commissioner Dolan calls and begs The Spirit 

to take “The Lip Print Case,” not knowing that his daughter Ellen has already tied him 

up. Ellen straddles over The Spirit’s thighs with a spare length of rope in her free hand. 

The Spirit grins boyishly as Ellen holds the phone to his ear, allowing a discussion of the 

case with the officers. The Spirit’s adolescent grin is quashed by Ellen’s disapproving 

glare, which suggests he will be punished by the “ingenious and clever” girlfriend if he 

reveals his predicament. The Spirit’s expression shows he would be embarrassed to admit 

his enslavement by a woman. The Spirit grumbles, regretting showing Ellen how to tie up 

men.  

“The Kissing Caper” is set during a 1946 post WWII era, wherein soldiers 

returned home to compete with women who had joined the workforce. This mirrors The 

Spirit’s impotence, as Ellen is trained by him and then temporarily displaces him at his 
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own job. The Spirit fights physical helplessness, and yet seems to enjoy his predicament 

with a grin and a wink (TSA 12, 103-6). With the Spirit tied up, Ellen is free to be as 

competitive as any man, “Thanks for your theory . . ., I’m going to solve it myself!” 

Ellen’s wish to compete represents her desire to establish an active career outside the 

home. Eisner’s own return from WWII five months prior, in December 1945, allowed 

him to reestablish his creative control over The Spirit, and witness firsthand this societal 

change. 

Compared to her other exploits, Ellen is most successful competing with The 

Spirit after transforming him into the forcibly domesticated male in “The Kissing Caper.” 

Ellen gives her rationale, as she leaves with a parting “Toodle-Oo,” quite pleased to be in 

control, stooping to conquer. “Every time there’s a woman involved in  

a case, you seem to get kissed.  Well this time brother, you’re going to stay right here, 

safe from she-wolves.”  

 The Spirit works in conjunction with Commissioner Dolan over the phone, 

despite captivity. The police follow his hunches to track “The Lip Print Case” criminals. 

Meanwhile, the ringleader, Philly Minyon, knocks out and kidnaps Ellen. Ellen awakens 

to track down Philly and uses the kissing stamp to return the favor, solving the case 

(107). In “The Kissing Caper,” Philly Minyon is involved in “blackmarket meat 

hijacking” much in the same way The Spirit is hijacked as a commodity by Ellen and 

Nylon Rose (something to be tied up and protected from wolves.) Although Philly’s meat 

trafficking is the literal mystery, The Spirit becomes the Hitchcockian MacGuffin the 

women in “The Kissing Caper” hide and seek to devour. 
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 Although Philly Minyon is the tough male antagonist, his name signals another 

Eisner reversal. Philly or “Filly” indicates a young female horse, typically under the age 

of four. Minyon, or “Mignon” is French for cute, pretty or nice. So while Minyon is the 

stereotypical gang boss, Eisner feminizes Philly’s name, in the same way The Spirit’s 

masculine persona is feminized.  

Ellen Dolan is “The Kissing Caper’s” neophyte female worker, contrasted against 

Nylon Rose’s more experienced federal agent. Nylon is less concerned with proving 

herself competent, demonstrating her agency as a federal law enforcement officer, and 

more concerned with performing as a woman, enacting the femme fatale’s “lust for 

exciting sex” with The Spirit. Judith Butler’s Gender Trouble can help to shed additional 

light on Eisner’s gender theory, as she cites  Monique Wittig, “there is no distinction 

between sex and gender; the category of ‘sex’ is itself a gendered category, fully 

politically invested, naturalized but not natural” (qtd. in Butler 143). Ellen wants to be a 

competent professional and is later frustrated when she cannot have the same sexual 

experiences that she mistakenly thinks The Spirit has willfully enjoyed during his 

captivity. The women each succeed with their individual pursuits, but also diminish each 

other while doing so.  

Commissioner Dolan alerts The Spirit of Nylon Rose’s imminent arrival, and our 

hero panics. Nylon Rose is a buxom federal agent characterized with a perpetual eye to 

seducing The Spirit. When men attempt to kill The Spirit, he is typically nonchalant, or 

laughs it off, sparring verbally with his tormentors between blows. The Spirit is 

noticeably more frantic at the prospect of molestation by a lustful woman while 

physically helpless. He struggles wildly before Nylon Rose arrives, flailing on the floor, 
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trying to right his body against the radiator pipes, exclaiming, “Too late, this is the end!” 

(TSA 12, 106:5). Nylon’s appearance recalls Wertham’s thoughts on Wonder Woman:  

“She is physically very powerful, tortures men, has her own female following, and is the 

cruel ‘phallic’ woman” (34).   

Theodor Reik notes four categories within masochism: phantasy (sic), the 

suspense factor, the demonstrative aspect, and the masochist’s provocative nature, all of 

which describe The Spirit. As Reik discusses, the suspense factor, signaling what is about 

to come, or what the distressed prepares for is often more important than the masochistic 

act itself.  

Yet the appreciation of the suspense factor leads us still further—to the disclosure 

of mental preparedness for discomfort as an important factor in masochism. It can 

be asserted that masochistic pleasure is more dependent on this expectation of 

discomfort than on discomfort itself. (70)  

 This preparedness for discomfort also leads to the fantasy element. Since the 

actual torment has not occurred, but remains anticipatory, the masochist is able to 

anticipate and imagine the prospective torment as he or she wishes, creating a fantastic 

narrative of the event until the torment is realized. It remains uncertain whether the 

masochist’s own anticipatory fantasy narrative is capable of overwriting the actual event 

once the scene unfolds. So, is The Spirit able to rewrite the experience of being abducted 

by two women to his own satisfaction, and in this sense does the submissive actually 

control the history of the scene? A common statement is that history is written by the 

winners. In an S/M scene, does a masochist write the history of a scene more completely 

than the sadist? The sadist is more often grounded in reality. Certainly, someone like 
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Nylon Rose might have fantasies of dominance, but to actualize them, she has to enact 

her fantasies with concrete actions. The masochist can react to this, but if left helpless 

like The Spirit, much of the reaction occurs in the theater of the mind rather than being 

physically realized or visibly controlled in any predetermined manner, since he has no 

power to act. 

Upon seeing The Spirit securely bound and on display, Nylon exclaims in delight, 

with an animalistic sexual bravado associated with men. “Well! The Spirit! Snort . . . 

Hubba Hubba!” (TSA 12, 106:5). With her prelude to a kiss, Nylon instinctively locks 

Commissioner Dolan’s house from the inside, as if she routinely engages in activities like 

this, and roughly kisses The Spirit on the mouth. Nylon Rose does not question why The 

Spirit is tied up in the police commissioner’s home, but rather takes the situation in stride. 

She openly fights with Ellen over The Spirit in her earlier introduction story (“Nylon 

Rose” TSA 12, 81), but this is the first time she finds him physically helpless and in a 

situation conducive to pursuing her lust.
5
  

 The Spirit is panicked by Nylon Rose’s delight at his helplessness and tries 

reasoning with her in an unsuccessful attempt at asserting masculine authority: “Now 

look here Nylon, you’re wanted at headquarters right away . . . It’s urgent police work.” 

Nylon undoes her trench coat, clothing that normally signifies a man’s status as a 

professional, and parries with, “And so helpless too! Oh you solid hunk of man!!” Again, 

The Spirit’s focus is not what Nylon Rose is doing to him, but rather the suspense 

anticipating what she will do to him. This becomes partly realized through imagination 

and the disconnect between possibility and reality. 
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 Reik discusses the masochist’s rebellious nature and how it finds expression and 

accepts punishment:  

Presentation through the opposite and through exaggeration: Strong and 

everlasting impulses of rebellion and defiance can also be recognized as 

profoundly effective in the general forms of expression and the development of 

masochism. It begins with doubts concerning the justification of the pleasure 

urge, expressed in suspense, with vacillitation between pleasure and anxiety. The 

masochist then runs to meet the dreaded event, undertakes that flight forward by 

anticipating instead of expecting the punishment. The end-phase of its 

development, however, is marked by the fact that the masochist finds his pleasure 

in punishment and disgrace themselves, preferring the most painful pleasure to 

any other. (160) 

 “Haven’t you got any patriotism, your country needs you! Isn’t there a sense of 

duty in your soul?” Nylon pulls The Spirit backwards onto her lap as he struggles 

helplessly: “Mmmmm! Don’t struggle, darling . . . It’s inevitable, so you might as well 

lean back and enjoy it!” 

In this gender reversal, The Spirit does not seem to enjoy sex or submission, but 

fights her advances, a stand-in for the frigid female role. He protests too much. Nylon 

effortlessly manhandles him, making it clear she dominates. Nylon, as a de facto 

authority figure, makes this even more emblematic, as Reik discusses the paradox of 

submission: 

That looks like increasing surrender to authority, a deeper submission. Actually, 

however, and this is proved by the pleasure extant in the punishment—it is 
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nothing but the intensification of the scornful rebellion, the factual evidence that 

any influence from without failed. What else but a demonstration of absurdity is 

aimed at, when the punishment for forbidden pleasure brings about this very same 

pleasure? Pain and humiliation are sought for, in order to enjoy the forbidden. 

Slowly pleasure sneaks into punishment. The punishment itself becomes pleasure; 

what was meant to disturb satisfaction turns into satisfaction. The derision is not 

less effective because it is hidden. (Reik 160) 

Reik’s theory is most simply rendered when he gives the masochist’s credo: 

 “‘Even if you beat, tie, and humiliate me—I will yet attain my pleasure!’ By 

ordering his own punishment, the masochist has made himself the master of his destiny” 

(Reik 161). The Spirit, in spite of being bound and humiliated, achieves his pleasure 

through the satisfaction in his circumstances, orchestrating his own captivity to Nylon by 

Ellen’s hands (which are defacto his own hands, since he was teaching her.) 

The corollary is also important. If the hero truly enjoys masochistic treatment, 

then The Spirit’s role of punishing criminals may be reinterpreted. If he enjoys his own 

rough treatment, then does he seek to punish criminals by beating them, or does he want 

to pleasure them? This also enforces the homoerotic subtext in comics when male rivals 

fight to achieve dominance. The Spirit is giving criminals the opportunity to submit to 

him in an erotic manner. 

Eisner uses the color red--the emotions red represents, (lust & sadism,) and 

stylized objects red is associated with (blood & lipstick)--to maintain the central visual 

motif of “The Kissing Caper.” Nylon’s red skirt and sultry name is hidden beneath her 

sexless subterfuge of a nymphomaniac posing as a federal agent. Under Nylon’s yellow 
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trench coat, she wears a red skirt with black wristbands and matching black pumps. 

Trench coats are also commonly associated with strippers and stripping, a double pun 

since her act occurs within a comic strip. “Nylon” is a reference to a specific type of rope, 

with the double entendre of a Rose’s sharp and painful red thorns. Nylon Rose’s name 

connotes sexuality, but she also wears the drab exterior of a federal agent. Nylon removes 

her male drag before she molests The Spirit, allowing her red skirt to overpower the mild 

colors of Ellen’s previously drab domestic interior. The Spirit’s trademark red tie dangles 

to the ground like an impotent phallus.  Ellen wears a bright red bow with black spots, 

and when she is knocked out (TSA 12, 105:4), she sees a red star. Nylon sports a red skirt 

with two open pockets directly beneath her groin. Even Philly Minyon’s weapon, a 

lipstick print stamp pad, has both male and female sexual imagery: both Ellen and Philly 

wield the stamp to knock each other out at different times. Ellen holds the stamp up after 

using it to knock out Philly, revealing a phallic shape but with a red vaginal imprint on 

the bottom designed to stamp a kiss and incapacitate the recipient (TSA 12, 107-9). 
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That Nylon is an officer of the law is important. Laura Mulvey’s explication of 

Alfred Hitchcock’s Vertigo can be used just as easily here to explain Nylon’s function. 

“Hence the spectator, lulled into a false sense of security by the apparent legality of his 

surrogate, sees through his look and finds himself exposed as complicit, caught in the 

moral ambiguity of looking” (402). And if we find ourselves favoring the law’s 

representatives, their questionable moral choices are made to seem more normal than 

inappropriate. 

Hence, the transaction between Nylon and the Spirit can make us complicit in 

their tryst as both voyeur and accomplice. Nylon, a federal agent, follows the code of 

behavior of the other male officers chasing the highly coveted Lip Print Case. From 

Eisner’s opening splash page, The Spirit’s emasculation is signaled as “Spirit,” is spelled 

out in Nylon Rose’s lipstick prints applied above his forcibly smeared lipstick-smudged 

face.  He squints; Nylon’s lipstick pucker is plastered directly over his lips, forcibly 

Fig. 5. Eisner, Will. The Spirit Archives. Ed. Dale Crain. Vol. 12. New York: DC  

Comics, 2003. 107. Print. 
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feminizing The Spirit, a painted man in danger of being transformed into a woman by a 

powerful femme fatale.  

 Women forcibly penetrate men throughout “The Kissing Caper,” exchanging 

typical gender roles by exaggeration, reversal, and performance. The masculine is 

exaggeratedly masculine, while the feminine penetration is often covert. For instance, 

Miss Dial, the police’s switchboard operator, is clad in a red dress and is lustfully 

pursued by Officer Gilligan. Yet when Gilligan kisses her at the police station, she wears 

a microphone apparatus around her neck that functions as an exaggerated inverted phallus 

pointed upwards above her breasts (TSA 12, 104:4). Officer Gilligan leans over a 

switchboard showing two wires placed in switchboard sockets. Gilligan forcibly kisses 

Miss Dial. “Me?? MMM!” Gilligan replies, “MMM! Got to check evidence!!”  

In the next panel, Gilligan leans in to kiss Miss Dial, her own face a black 

silhouetted mask and Gilligan’s obscured by the back of his officer’s cap. Yet, Gilligan is 

also moving his face in line with the phallus wrapped around Dial’s neck, and thus 

behaving submissively, as he leans in to engorge her makeshift phallus. In a similar 

manner, when The Spirit is forcibly kissed by Nylon (108:2) her entire lower jaw is 

hidden, and in doing so indicates that his mouth is being forcibly violated as he sweats in 

wide-eyed horror, and Nylon’s nose, closed eyes, eyebrows, and hairline all point 

downwards as indicators signaling direct penetration into his unwilling orifice. Eisner 

consistently frustrates gender expectations and misdirects them, even when the man acts 

as the aggressor, as Gilligan seemingly does towards Dial. Yet the scene suggests Dial’s 

own aggression. And in a story where gender roles, imagery, and expectations are 

reversed, it is worth pointing out that reversing Dial’s name equates with the 
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colloquialism to get “Laid” which would have been in usage for the time, as the OED 

cites the expression as appearing in John O’Hara’s Appointment in Samarra as early as 

1934. This kind of reversal demonstrates that power exchanges are temporary, and even 

the misdirection of power here, serves to demonstrate this is done by appearances more 

than actual stated power or authority. 

Within this performative power exchange, there are other reversals. Butler’s 

discussion of Jacques Lacan shows how the identification of the woman as phallus 

occurs. “On the one hand, if the ‘being’ the ontological specification of the phallus, is 

masquerade, then it would appear to reduce all being to a form of appearing, the 

appearance of being, with the consequence that all gender ontology is reducible to the 

forms of appearances” (qtd. in Butler 60). This raises the question of what is being 

concealed or hidden as the feminized masquerade is made phallogocentric and leads us 

back to an even older Aristotelian discussion of substance and form. On the one hand, the 

concealment of gender by appearance means that only appearance or masquerade matters 

to gender someone. Yet, the very act of masquerade and performance also makes it clear 

something—although the something is not clear--is being concealed within the gendered 

body by the very nature of the form (Butler). 

The unique relationship between the sadist and masochist and the dispensation of 

pain is akin to Butler’s discussion of Lacan and the penis. With Lacan, and in Miss Dial’s 

case, the woman becomes the penis, or instrument during the sex act, even though the 

male possesses (or more clearly, “comes with”) the organ. In this same way, the 

masochist becomes the punishment, wound or pain, themselves a separate entity from the 

sadist that can only be imagined but not fully experienced by the sadist. The sadist 
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dispenses torment but does not own the experience or the pain; the masochist absorbs the 

blows, or blends with the restraints and becomes the experience, or the apparatus, 

figuratively growing in status through the act, while the sadist is reduced to stimuli. The 

sadomasochistic interplay also deliberately shifts attention away from the sadist to the 

willful display of the exhibitionist masochist. It is difficult to concentrate on the sadist’s 

status in a power exchange while focusing on the resultant wounds, plight and captivity 

of the imperiled masochist. As a theatrical scene, the screams, cries, blows and pain all 

shift their attention away from the sadist and towards the masochist, despite the former’s 

ego and desire to attain status and control through the demonstrative act, the more they 

inflict wounds, the more their prominence diminishes and shifts toward their captive 

subject.   

The Kissing Caper’s most obvious reminder of gender as object is the oversized 

blue telephone receiver, which only men use to communicate with other men. (Miss Dial 

is the police dispatcher and yet she never uses the blue oversized phone, but instead 

communicates with her headset.) Yet the phone dangles impotently from a cord, hanging 

upside down and off the hook with two oversized open orifices ready to be penetrated. 

Within this Freudian imagery, the phone is both a phallus and an orifice, like the kissing 

stamp (The Interpretation of Dreams). The discourse of the male phone conversation is 

also visibly directed and controlled by Dial, acting as the feminine conduit between these 

hyper-sexualized transactions. 

The Spirit, visibly feminized and forcibly domesticated, is weakened--he loses 

something he possesses in every other Eisner story. This disempowerment starts simply, 

as he is repeatedly kissed on the mouth and submits to Ellen’s elaborate bondage. With 
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his hands bound securely behind his back, there is no panel showing The Spirit’s 

trademark blue gloves. His hands are substituted for the twin orifices of the phone 

receiver. Hidden gloves symbolize The Spirit’s helplessness since hands are used to hold 

and grasp. There is also a stark contrast between Nylon’s grabbing The Spirit with her 

hands and his inability to resist or even show his hands.
6
 

While the line to Dolan’s house phone remains open, the eavesdropping police 

officers misinterpret The Spirit as making drowning noises, when Nylon Rose kisses him. 

She gleefully extolls: “Yahooo oh . . . brother! What a man!” Nylon pulls The Spirit’s 

blue hair, forcing his mouth towards her like a tigress, and pulls him up from the floor to 

hold him at an awkward ninety-degree angle. At this moment, realizing her three-hour 

dalliance with The Spirit has caused her to be late to the police station, Nylon drops him 

flat on the floor like an inanimate object.  

In a 1940s newspaper comic, Eisner could not take the Spirit’s tryst with Nylon 

much further and completely turn The Spirit into the object fantasy of a male rape scene. 

Yet Eisner is clearly appealing to the male audience’s prurient interest. Eisner titillates 

without providing explicit sexual scenes in the same way that screwball comedies of the 

1940s indicated off-screen sex. “This conditional sentence appears dissolved in the 

masochistic scene and is expressed in the sequence of the two parts: punishment—sexual 

pleasure” (Reik 161). It is difficult to imagine Nylon merely kissing The Spirit for three 

hours while the Central City police department eavesdrops—boring for the police and 

lacking significant momentum for Nylon. Yet there is a strong precedent for this implied 

sexuality in period comics. Richard Reynolds discusses how the iconography of “types” 
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of women is essentially the same physical persona and how it masks an inherent 

pornographic discourse. 

Wonder Woman’s iconography of whips and chains became the jumping off point 

for the sub-genre of ‘Good Girl’ art –superheroines as exciting for their looks as 

for their villain-bashing exploits. Good Girl superheroines of the 1940s operated 

in the wider context of the Vargas pin-up girls, the Just Jane cartoons and 

sweethearts of the forces such as Betty Grable and Rita Hayworth. Good Girl art 

takes the signs of the pornographic discourse (whips, chains, spiked heels, 

beautiful but blank faces) and integrates them into the context of non-

pornographic story structures. In this way, the sign of pornography (never 

explicitly delivered) comes to stand in for an entire pornographic subtext, a series 

of blanks which readers remain free to fill in for themselves. And it is within the 

neo-pornographic texts of Good Girl art that the distinctions between costumed 

heroes and villains can first be seen to break down, a change that in turn 

influenced mainstream superhero comics. Batman’s arch-enemy the Catwoman is 

not so different in looks and style from Good Girl heroines such as Matt Baker’s 

Phantom Lady or Tarpe' Mills’ Miss Fury. (Reynolds 34) 
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Fig. 6. Eisner, Will. The Spirit Archives. Ed. Dale Crain. Vol. 12. New York: DC 

Comics, 2003. 104. Print. 
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Fig. 7. Eisner, Will. The Spirit Archives. Ed. Dale Crain. Vol. 12. New York: DC  

Comics, 2003. 108. Print. 

 

 Indeed even when we see female creators such as Mills writing sexually 

suggestive comics, the iconography used by Mills is the same as male artists like Eisner. 

Indeed, Mills even disguised her gender (using Tarpe' Mills rather than June Mills as her 
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comics pen name) assuming fans would want stories written by men, even though her 

Miss Fury and many of her major characters were women. Hence, in writing Miss Fury, 

Mills uses the same sexual discourse of sexually dominant women in skin tight attire. 

Eisner demonstrates that it is socially regressive for either gender to be in control 

while the other is subjugated. Simply flipping a switch and remaking The Spirit into a 

woman does not work as a socially progressive agenda. Moreover, for this conversion to 

work, Ellen has to become the hyper-masculine action hero while The Spirit is remade 

into the dull and wearisome housebound coquette. There is still the resultant image of a 

woman tied up in the home, despite the Spirit’s male-ness. In playing the female role and 

symbolically cross-dressing, he acts as the stand-in representation of the disempowered 

female in “The Kissing Caper,” as imagined by Eisner, a male artist and writer. Hence, as 

a male fantasy, it still presents a potentially repressive discourse for women, since The 

Spirit takes on the role of a restricted woman. 

 Ellen returns home at the end of her outing, initially repentant, yet reluctant to 

resume her traditional feminine role with The Spirit. “Golly, what a little cat I’ve been, to 

tie The Spirit up like I did . . . And there wasn’t even a girl involved in the case! Poor boy 

. . .” Then Ellen notices The Spirit’s lipstick kisses, and she reverses her decision to 

release him as Eisner closes by indicating his protracted bondage lasts “ . . . Long into the 

night” (TSA 12, 108:6). In this manner, The Spirit has also been reduced from being a 

superhero to merely a sidekick, because of this power exchange. The Spirit becomes Lee 

Easton’s definition of a superhero’s boy sidekick, as a supplement to Ellen’s role as the 

active hero. In constructing his explanation of the sidekick, Easton uses Jacques Derrida’s 

definition of the supplement in Of Grammatology. In this role, the sidekick becomes 
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everything that the superhero is not, boyish, charming, emotionally available and 

physically vulnerable (Easton 193-5).  

Easton also discusses how in the sidekick, using Batman’s Robin as his chief 

example, “there remains a hint of the latent sadomasochistic dynamic that underlies the 

superhero sidekick” (191). In addition, the Spirit’s reluctance and panic at being forced to 

submit to Nylon demonstrates the implied homosexuality of the sidekick, more 

comfortable with other men than with women. In this manner, The Spirit becomes the 

textbook definition of a helpless sidekick, dependent on Ellen’s heroic outcome for his 

own rescue instead of maintaining his superhero role. This submissive role is also evident 

in the way The Spirit communicates with Ellen. 

 The Spirit pleads, “Have a heart, Ellen, it’s past midnight . . . cut me loose, will 

you!!” Ellen sits on the crime-fighter, and answers: “Nothing doing, you wolf! I’m going 

to figure out how you got kissed if it takes me all week!!!” (7). Eisner hints that The 

Spirit could stay in bondage in perpetuity, and Ellen adopts his masculine persona. He is 

remade into Nylon Rose’s slave while Ellen leaves to find her answers, alternating 

between angering Ellen and covertly satisfying Nylon’s lust. Even when power is 

transferred, the dynamic of The Spirit as a polygamous man, being paired with Ellen 

Dolan as the monogamous woman, still suggests the stereotypical 1940s post-war societal 

norm.   

 The Spirit allows Ellen to be his captor, ostensibly to educate her how to tie up 

crooks. Yet The Spirit does not tell Dolan and his male comrades in the police force that 

a woman has rendered him helpless. On the phone, it would be easy for The Spirit to say 

he needs help, yet he chooses to remain Ellen and Nylon’s slave, as Ellen handily solves 
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The Lip Print Case. Dolan sweats nervously as he begs The Spirit to take the 

investigation, “Now, Spirit. I only ask this because the discipline (italics mine) of the 

force is in danger . . . Please take The Lip Print Case . . . Please!” (103:4). The Spirit 

replies, “Sorry Dolan, old man, I’m just not interested!” Dolan looks at the phone, as if he 

knows The Spirit has an ulterior motive, wisely asking, “Are you sure there’s no other 

reason?” before Eisner cuts to reveal the Ellen and Spirit bondage panel. Reik argues that 

the masochist’s hidden motive has a demonstrative aspect. 

The demonstrative feature really shows something: but it shows one thing to the 

superficial glance and another to the deeply penetrating glance. To the one it  

shows utterances of striving for love, of guilt-feelings, of weakness and 

submissiveness. To the other it shows expressions of revenge, of rebellion and of 

triumph. The two halves of the lamenting face express two different feelings. And 

what is shown so plainly is aimed at hiding the other half. That is part of the 

paradox of masochism: if something which otherwise would be concealed is put 

on the surface, it is a good guess that something else is meant to be hidden at the 

same time. The conspicuousness of the one side is meant to effect a concealment 

on the other side. (Reik 145) 

 And what precisely is The Spirit concealing from Commissioner Dolan? The 

Spirit’s isolation from the world of men while in female captivity places him outside the 

police station’s homoerotic banter and limits his engagement. Nylon, and in her own turn 

Ellen, also adapt as a “woman in masquerade wishes for masculinity in order to engage in 

public discourse with men and as a man as part of the male homoerotic exchange” (Butler 

67). Eve Sedgwick refers to this dynamic as homosociality, and states that this is a means 
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to maintain the male status quo, demonstrating that men more often prefer to socialize 

with and share information with other men in work and social situations (138). 

 A character undergoing masochistic conversion is literally put on public display 

for the reader. The same transference could take place in reading a text, for instance in 

Sacher-Masoch’s Venus in Furs, but a comics text gives readers complete voyeuristic 

self-identification with a representational visual image rather than the overall experience 

of a text without illustrations.  

Within a comic book panel, the reader may fully identify with the The Spirit’s 

masochism while enacting the male gaze at Nylon, taking on the role of both voyeur and 

victim. In Mulvey’s complicitness, we are “caught in the moral ambiguity of looking” 

(402) both at The Spirit and at ourselves, particularly if we view the image as pleasurable 

or desirable. Reik understands that the masochist wants others to view his humiliation 

during the demonstrative phase, and yet comics allow the viewer to experience this while 

acting as both solitary audience and participant. Voyeurism is associated with film and 

film is communal voyeurism. A film can be watched in isolation, yet film more readily 

allows for a group viewing, while reading is more often a solitary act. Comics also offer 

the ability to linger over selected textual images and re-read selections as the reader 

chooses. As Scott McCloud reminds us:  

But while film makes use of audience’s imaginations for occasional effects, 

comics must use it far more often! From the tossing of a baseball to the death of a 

planet, the reader’s deliberate, voluntary closure is comics primary means of 

simulating time and motion. Closure in comics fosters an intimacy surpassed only 
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by the written word, a silent, secret contract between creator and audience. 

(McCloud 69) 

 McCloud’s language of “intimacy” and a “silent, secret contract” resonates 

strongly in comics, and hearkens back to BDSM themes as a contractual power exchange 

between participants. Additionally, watching film often dictates a rigid time structure, 

versus the self-pacing of reading a comic book narrative. One might often take multiple 

breaks when reading, but films are typically watched and digested in a single sitting. 

Even so, there are similarities between film and comics, as both mediums allow for 

different kinds of voyeurism. As Mulvey elaborates, voyeurism has associations with 

both pleasure and sadism. In this fetishistic performance, viewing “pleasure lies in 

ascertaining guilt (immediately associated with castration), asserting control and 

subjecting the guilty person through punishment or forgiveness” (400). Mulvey’s 

argument also provides a possible explanation for Eisner’s persistent use of 

sadomasochistic narratives. “Sadism demands a story, depends on making something 

happen, forcing a change in another person, a battle of will and strength, victory/defeat, 

all occurring in a linear time with a beginning and an end” (400). So although 

sadomasochism can be sensational or lurid, Mulvey’s rationale for sadism providing a 

linear story structure is also convincing. Since time is fluid in comics, sadism demands an 

artificial restructuring of events in a formal sequence, much as Scott McCloud does in 

Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art, when he demonstrates audience complicity in a 

murder on the printed page through our imagination (66).  
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 To elaborate on Mulvey’s idea of voyeurism, Reik discusses the masochist’s 

requirements of his intended audience, and why it is necessary to be observed in this 

fashion:  

The masochist requires a witness to his discomfort, to his pain, to his degradation; 

Somebody to whom he may show his punishment and his fault. He needs this 

same witness, however, to demonstrate that this punishment was senseless, in 

vain, and even turned into pleasure. He exhibits the punishment but also its 

failure. He shows his submission, certainly, but he also shows his invincible 

rebellion, demonstrating that he gains pleasure despite the discomfort. (145)  

   The masochist looks for a witness, an ideal reader refashioned into an ideal 

voyeur. The masochist might find it easier, though, as a comics reader, to enact both 

roles, witness and subject, thereby witnessing the identifiable character while also 

identifying with them as a voyeur. The reader enacting the fantasy becomes both victim 

through voyeurism and witness through the act of reading. There is no alternate way the 

“other” witness can function as the ideal witness for the masochist, unless both the 

witness and reader emerge as the same person. And taking on both roles, as 

voyeur/victim and the reader as witness, allows for perfectly orchestrated complicity. 

This type of vicarious experience is largely intuitive, as when we mentally ask ourselves 

a question or engage in a dialogue or debate. 
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Fig. 8. Eisner, Will. The Spirit Archives. Ed. Dale Crain. Vol. 12. New York: DC  

Comics, 2003. 106. Print. 

 

Ellen leaves The Spirit tied up next to a makeshift dresser decorated with pink 

flowers, as he is transformed into the domestic signifier of the Victorian “Angel in the 
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House.” The Spirit is both hidden and on display. As Mulvey says, “According to the 

principles of the ruling ideology and the psychological structures that back it up, the male 

figure cannot bear the burden of sexual objectification” (398). Clearly, Eisner 

demonstrates that rule, disempowering The Spirit in favor of his women. “Hence the 

split between spectacle and narrative supports the man’s role as the active one of 

forwarding the story, making things happen” (Mulvey 398).  

Ellen becomes the active POV character and The Spirit secretly demands 

disempowerment despite his vain protests for freedom. The Spirit’s domestic fantasy 

reversal keeps the man ensnared as a permanent domestic fixture while Ellen usurps his 

role and stops dangerous meat thieves. In this instance, the idea of meat being stolen also 

suggests the Freudian idea of castration, or “meat” as a sexual organ being stolen from 

men. Ellen further punishes The Spirit for a situation she causes. Ellen ties him up; 

creating a cyclical situation that perpetuates a self-induced bondage predicament with 

Nylon. This point seems clear; disempowerment does not benefit either sex and yet 

functions as an entertainment. As Lacan states, “the effect that the ideal or typical 

manifestations of behavior in both sexes, up to and including the act of sexual copulation, 

are entirely propelled into comedy” (84). Virginia Woolf once advised female writers to 

kill “the Angel in the House” (Woolf). With this scene of housebound helplessness, 

Eisner accomplishes Woolf’s edict by transmogrifying the notion of The Angel grafted 

onto an incongruous male sexual identity, The Spirit. 

Two formidable women disempowering a man does not help to even power in any 

meaningful way, but it breaks Mulvey’s rule by having the male forcefully “bear the 

burden of sexual objectification” (398). Eisner works to create even more inequality and 
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dislocation because of the radical inequality of power and the way the sexes “play” at 

their roles, exchanging genders and the requisite power exchange as a fluid act. Since the 

power dynamic is not leveled, this creates a fantasy dynamic in an uneven power  

exchange. Reik introduces “phantasy” as the most important of the three factors in his 

discussion of masochism:  

The neglect of this factor in analytic investigation of masochism is responsible for 

the fact that that the essence and origin of this aberration has not been understood 

heretofore. Without psychological appreciation of these phantasies masochism is 

not to be explained. Phantasy is its source, and at the beginning there is nothing 

but masochistic phantasy. The importance of this factor is proved by the fact that 

weakly developed imaginations show no inclination to become masochists. So we 

are justified in starting from this feature when characterizing masochism. (44)
7
  

If indeed fantasy is the starting place, masochism shares this element with both 

comics and fantastic literature. Indeed, escapism in comics and masochism are often 

viewed as an unproductive use of time, or something to be avoided (i.e., masochism is 

degrading and morally unsound), and comics have been viewed as the shadow self of 

serious literature (Wertham, et. al.). Yet, despite these objections, the types of fantasies 

the masochist creates, as in better-written comic books, contain a strong internal logic 

like that in a dream sequence. The rules in a masochistic fantasy are highly restrictive, 

since there are tendencies to fetishize aspects of the fantasy; the fantasist’s internal logic 

must be adhered to carefully for the story to function. Rather than rejecting comic books 

for their repetitive plot staples of teenage power fantasies and wish fulfillment, one 
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should consider that they are actually highly structured, highly coded stories with their 

uniquely ordered value systems of mythopoeia. 

Reik further discusses the fantasy dynamic of displacing a subject’s fear with 

desire, and uses W. Stekel & W. Theodor Reich’s formula of “pleasure without 

responsibility” (147). Reik’s invocation reverses the superhero mantra, responsibility 

without pleasure. Most superheroes fight crime because of a heightened responsibility to 

use their extraordinary powers in a way beneficial to humanity. “With great power comes 

great responsibility” as Ben Parker lectures Peter Parker/Spider-Man (Lee/Ditko). Hence, 

The Spirit secretly fears Commissioner Dolan finding him and Ellen in a romantic 

entanglement. Being in a position where he is literally ensnared by Ellen’s advances in 

Dolan’s home fulfills his fantasy, and to revise Lee/Ditko, with great helplessness comes 

great pleasure, fulfilling Reik’s masochistic credo. The Spirit allows Ellen to tie him, 

leaving him no direct sense of responsibility or need to fear reprisal from Dolan. And in 

the same manner, The Spirit avoids dangerous work and remains safely at home as a 

domestic fixture of amusement in Lacan’s comedy while Ellen’s adventures enable her to 

assert his persona with customary masculine bravado.
8
 In Eisner’s film noir atmosphere, 

femme fatales are much more dangerous than their male counterparts.
9
    

“The Kissing Caper” centers on sexual tension resulting from exaggerated gender 

differences. Women forcefully displace men in order to perform exactly like men—the 

same degree of expected competence paired with the same measure of lust and libido. 

Yet, when the displaced man involuntarily continues to act like a man by default, Ellen is 

infuriated The Spirit is not completely feminized and made into “the other” allowing for a 
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permanent power exchange, completely happy to knock out crooks so they can be 

incarcerated. 

The Spirit resumes the masculine role whenever Ellen eventually cuts him loose. 

Ellen is sexually dissatisfied and upset; The Spirit has still managed to make her a 

cuckold while feminized inside her home. “The Kissing Caper” demonstrates how 

women’s performing “as” men in a hyper-masculine role does not necessarily achieve 

gender equality. When Ellen chooses the active male power role, she still loses 

something. This suggests traditional binary gender roles are both limiting and inhibiting; 

gender switching becomes comical rather than purposeful. 

The Spirit gives up his masculine power and control and becomes a highly 

sexualized spigot hidden inside the Dolan’s techno-color 1940’s home. The women give 

up communication, sorority and ethics. The Spirit is continuously on the phone prior to 

Nylon’s arrival, a stereotype of a woman frivolously chatting with her girlfriends. 

Meanwhile, Ellen and Nylon, stalk as lone wolves, Ellen pursuing the criminals and 

failing to alert her father to her whereabouts. Nylon misses an important meeting so she 

can instead pursue her carnality with The Spirit.  

Despite this, Nylon and Ellen are entirely happy experimenting with gender 

reversals, while men seek to preserve their hegemony. The women’s satisfaction is 

creative invention, for the men, simply a loss of power and imagination. Part of enacting 

gender is formed through the imagination as a creative process. Yet gender is partly self-

identification and at the same time it is also a shared societal construct. “The Kissing 

Caper” is similar to the earlier “Ellen Dolan, Fullback” story from November 23, 1941 

(TSA 3, 169). In that story, Commissioner Dolan tricks The Spirit into causing Ellen to 
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quit as the team’s star fullback. When Ellen joins her all-women’s football team, both 

men work to accomplish her leaving the team. Disguised, The Spirit fights off two of 

Ellen’s kidnappers and then tries to return her to home. He is immediately attacked by 

Ellen’s two teammates, defending Ellen, yelling, “Tie him up!!” “Kidnap Ellen, will 

you?!!” In a single panel they bind him, but then identify The Spirit once his disguise 

falls off.  

“There!! That’ll hold him . . . . Oh!! Look!!” Ellen’s red-haired teammate replies: 

“The Spirit!! Wow! Lemme at him!!” Ellen appears initially happy at his 

disempowerment until her teammates become too friendly: “Spirit darling!” “Kiss me, 

you big handsome thing!!” “Oh, you gorgeous hunk of man, you!!” the women proclaim, 

while Ellen stands on the sidelines. “Ellen! Help!! Get me out of this!!” The Spirit 

protests (TSA 3, 173-3). Bondage is a standard trope in Eisner’s world, the strong male 

presence is held captive by women who entertain and amuse themselves, while the male 

prisoner secretly enjoys the power exchange reversal. “Ellen Dolan, Fullback” culminates 

with The Spirit playing on the field in drag at the behest of Ellen’s players. Ellen quits 

her team after jealousy over her team’s attraction to The Spirit: “And as for you, you 

hussies!! I’m quitting the team!!” (173). The Spirit masquerades as a female football 

player on Ellen’s Central City team, effectively serving as Ellen’s replacement fullback 

(TSA 3, 175). The opposing team sneaks in multiple male players, while The Spirit 

remains the only male on the Central City team. The effeminate referee’s reaction to 

seeing The Spirit’s opposing team in drag is, “Gracious!! What monstrous women!! This 

is going to be a simply ghastly game!!” (TSA 3, 174). Since the referee is elaborately 

effeminate and the men disguised as women are prototypically masculine, Eisner 
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suggests men can camouflage as women and still perform their roles, whereas women fail 

when they venture outside their coded roles. Individual women can succeed on their own 

merits as witnessed in “The Kissing Caper,” but group transformation is more difficult. 

This suggests the difficulties of the women’s movement prior to the 1960s, when in the 

1950s the historical image is the idealized housewife rather than a self-empowered 

woman emerging. So, despite the interest and potential to reform in the 1940s, the 

women’s movement was regrettably delayed until the 1960s. 

Ellen instructs her players to give up acting like “real women” and abandon male 

companionship for the team’s benefit. “OK Girls! Each of you will get a room, and from 

this minute on we’re in strict training—no dates!!” The nature of a “real woman” is 

coded, but appears comparable to maintaining heterosexuality, as Ellen admonishes her 

teammates to give up having dates and having sex (TSA 3, 171). As in “The Kissing 

Caper,” Eisner suggests that performing as a man means giving up your feminine 

identity. The Spirit can continue to flirt with the women while drafted as a “female” 

player; while the women are forced to train in celibacy. Game day arrives and Ellen asks 

her teammates their readiness to play. An attractive red-head chides the complaining 

woman, whose face has still not been revealed: “Oh, dry up, Lizzie!!” (TSA 3, 171).     

Eisner reveals Lizzie, an owlish unattractive woman in severe glasses, with a 

rather mannish appearance. Although intended as comic relief, Eisner is also suggesting it 

is not enough for a woman to possess female desires or wishes; she also has to appear 

feminine, like Ellen. Neither does resembling a man grant Lizzie hegemonic authority; in 

fact it undercuts her position on the team and brings disapproval from the other women 
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for trying to perform as a coded heterosexual, even though she belongs to a group of 

women trying to purposefully avoid performing as women! 

 

Fig. 9. Eisner, Will. The Spirit Archives. Ed. Dale Crain. Vol. 3. New York: DC  

Comics, 2001. 173. Print. 
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Fig. 10. Eisner, Will. The Spirit Archives. Ed. Dale Crain. Vol. 3. New York: DC  

Comics, 2001. 171. Print. 

 

In contrast, the effeminate male referee functions successfully even while giving 

up traditional male swagger on the playing field. Judith Butler also cites Wittig, in 

relation to gender and lesbians. This easily translates to Eisner’s Lizzie, which is a play 

on words for Lesbian (phonetically “Lezzie”). Wittig provocatively states a lesbian is not 

a woman. “A woman, she (Wittig) argues, only exists as a term that stabilizes and 
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consolidates a binary and oppositional relationship to a man; that relation, she argues, is 

heterosexuality” (qtd. in Butler 143). Although I do not necessarily agree with this 

statement, I find the distinction allows more interesting points of view to emerge. 

In contrast to this, we present the opposite attitude towards heterosexuality as 

normal. Butler frames her argument: “If Lacan presumes that female homosexuality 

issues from a disappointed heterosexuality as observation is said to show, could it not be 

equally clear to the observer that heterosexuality issues from a disappointed 

homosexuality?” (qtd. in Butler 63). With either possibility, there are no observable 

norms, just the understanding that either can be normalized as such, depending on the 

examiner’s lens—and all too readily, it changes depending on the sexuality and gender of 

the examiner. With Lizzie, Eisner makes her disappointment with homosexuality a staged 

move towards exaggerated heterosexuality, even if it is played for comic relief. 

Ellen Dolan also competes with The Spirit in the earlier “Ellen Dolan Detective 

Agency,” April 27, 1941 (TSA 2: 137), where the story concludes with Ellen barely 

managing to remain in business as a private investigator. She retains ownership of her 

agency by acting the seductress and donning lipstick, using her highly stylized femme 

fatale appearance to exert influence over men. Commissioner Dolan and The Spirit try to 

convince Ellen to quit but they fail. They then commiserate together over their fraternal 

defeat. The Spirit brushes away Ellen’s lipstick kiss, something he cannot do so easily in 

“The Kissing Caper.” Commissioner Dolan’s final line, apart from his nervous laughter, 

spoken grudgingly is, “Yeah, after all, a girl as smart as her should have a career” (TSA 2, 

144:10). Significantly, Dolan does not refer to courage, physical prowess or other 
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masculine codes of behavior, or feminine codes of appearance and sexuality, but 

concludes the issue from the practical consideration of Ellen’s native intelligence. 

Eisner uses Ellen’s reversal to greater effect as The Spirit strip further matured, 

culminating in “Ellen Dolan for Mayor,” in which Ellen becomes Mayor of Central City 

in 1951 (TSA 21, 144-50). Eisner is progressive, although Commissioner Dolan and The 

Spirit’s initial response is to prevent Ellen from winning the election. By the end of 

“Ellen Dolan for Mayor,” The Spirit is in favor of Ellen’s win, due to plot circumstances, 

but he first undergoes an education and transformation phase where he gradually warms 

to Ellen’s victory. In Eisner’s stories, the traditional trajectory has the male authority 

figure first react with horror and amazement when a woman contemplates trying a 

traditionally male vocation. “Ellen Dolan for Mayor” is the first story where Ellen 

maintains a career that serves as a recurring story arc—in other words, Mayor Ellen 

Dolan keeps her job. Despite The Spirit and Dolan’s disapproval, Ellen gains widespread 

popular support for her mayoral campaign. After ten years of writing single episode 

careers for Ellen, Eisner seems to get it particularly right in “Ellen Dolan for Mayor.” 

Ellen stops taking traditionally masculine professions like private investigator, fullback, 

or stand-in for The Spirit, and instead preserves her femininity while running for election. 

As mayor of Central City, Ellen maintains her post in future stories in Eisner’s storyline, 

rather than pursuing an overtly masculine job on a whim and then abandoning it at the 

conclusion of the story for the purposes of an episodic script. In these cases, Ellen’s 

career is itself the plot impetus. Even “Ellen Dolan for Mayor” ends ambiguously. Ellen’s 

grasp on power appears tenuous. The final panel culminates with Ellen nursing The Spirit 

back to health, kissing him in his hospital bed. Outside the room, Commissioner Dolan 
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and a young boy stand on either side of the door. Dolan, pipe-smoking, says: “Looks like 

Central City is in for an interesting four years!” The boy agrees, a red hat held aloft in 

one hand: “Yup . . . A lady mayor! . . Downright intriguing!” (TSA 21, 150:10). The boy 

and the older man, representing the larger populace because of their differences in age, 

still regard Ellen as a curiosity, rather than as definitive social progress. It is difficult to 

imagine the pair reacting this way if a man had won. 

Eisner, in using The Spirit as a gender locus, informs his power and abilities 

against Ellen Dolan’s various masquerades, and through transformation makes her an 

active exemplar for women. Changing Ellen over time presents Eisner with a challenge. 

Eisner could make Ellen The Spirit’s equal, or girl Friday romantic interest. Instead, he 

chooses to weaken The Spirit and take away his power. His masochism allows glimpses 

into the male psychology of receiving pleasure through this kind of transformational pain 

and disempowerment. It is not enough that The Spirit gives up power and endures pain, 

but he exchanges power while he is put on public display (as Reik suggests) while 

submitting to the dominant female. In The Spirit, we witness this behavior coded against 

1940s traditional gender roles, transformed enough for Ellen to step in and assume the 

role of male authority, stylized through film noir archetypes. Eisner’s fixation with 

female empowerment enables The Spirit to serve as a socially progressive strip that 

accomplishes its goals through gender renegotiation. In subverting male autonomy, 

Eisner manages to illustrate women rapidly entering the workplace during the post-war 

boom in an elegant and artistic manner. 
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Fig. 11. Eisner, Will. The Spirit Archives. Ed. Dale Crain. Vol. 2. New York: DC  

Comics, 2000. 137. Print. 
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Fig. 12. Eisner, Will. The Spirit Archives. Ed. Dale Crain. Vol. 2. New York: DC  

Comics, 2007. 144. Print. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

The Invisible Laws of Sexuality and Punishment in Watchmen 

 

 

Fig. 13. Moore, Alan. Watchmen. 1986-7. Art by Dave Gibbons. China: DC Comics, 

2005. Ch. I. 26. Print. 
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 In transitioning from Will Eisner to Alan Moore, we leave an iconic artist/writer 

to discuss Moore as a writer. The bulk of this chapter is spent on Watchmen, which 

Moore collaborated on with artist Dave Gibbons. Moore also worked as a comic book 

artist early in his career, but is principally known as a writer and I will at times reference 

other works by Moore, such as Lost Girls. Eisner was ground zero at the beginning of 

American superhero comics, but Moore re-imagines America through his lens, not as it 

was (indeed Watchmen is set in an alternate history with an extended Nixon presidency,) 

but as it must have been if superheroes were deconstructed and made realistic. Watchmen 

opens in the mid-1980s as Rorschach investigates The Comedian’s (Edward Blake) 

death, but the back-story begins during the 1940s era synchronous with Eisner’s Spirit. 

Watchmen won the Hugo award and had a tremendous impact on the medium since its 

1986 publication. It is likely one of the most influential graphic novels of the 20
th

 

century. 

During The Spirit’s 1998 revival, Moore wrote new Spirit stories for Kitchen Sink 

Press, initially reteaming with Dave Gibbons to create three new stories and then “Last 

Night I Dreamed of Dr. Cobra” with the requisite Spirit bondage cover. Moore’s stories 

focus on the original source material, but introduce new assumptions about The Spirit. I 

agree with Annalisa Di Liddo’s statement that Moore is a “performing writer” as is 

Eisner, and this writer’s performance and theatricality mimics my theories on gender 

performance (22). 

In Watchmen, BDSM is often discussed tongue-in-cheek, as the epigram from 

Laurie and Dan’s dinner dialogue suggests, yet the textual playfulness leads to serious 

discussion. The way married couples react to the subject at a dinner party demonstrates 
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this shift from light-hearted humor to grotesquerie in one scene (VI 27). If Eisner’s 

“Kissing Caper” is fantasy BDSM, Watchmen is much more realistic. Dr. Long narrates, 

“Diana remembered that their babysitter had to be home early and they left soon after 

dinner. Gloria went into the bedroom. I followed her. She walked out again, into the hall. 

I sat on the bed. She came in, wearing her coat, subjected me to a lot of crude sexual 

insults, went out, the front door slammed” (VI 28).  

Dr. Long is quickly isolated from his wife and their mutual friends because he 

tells them the truth about Rorschach and the circumstances concerning the six-year-old 

girl. He abandons the fantasy aspect of BDSM in comics for realism and becomes a 

pariah. Wertham’s mention of a Rorschach test may have also influenced Alan Moore’s 

naming of Rorschach in Watchmen. Moore’s psychiatrist, Dr. Long, is a socially 

progressive psychiatrist akin to Wertham’s own crusading role on the metafictional level. 

The exaggerated difference in expectations demonstrates society’s fragmented 

view of BDSM. Is it the playful kind of kinky discipline enacted by Ellen Dolan and The 

Spirit as fun or an approximation of it, or at the opposite spectrum, nonconsensual stark 

sadism? There should be a simple distinction in describing a consensual power exchange 

between two adults for recreation and differentiating these acts from criminal torture and 

murder committed on unwilling victims. Moore demonstrates how complex these issues 

are because of pre-existing stereotypes concerning consensual BDSM activities and the 

reluctance to express these desires in an honest and open manner. 
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Fig. 14. Moore, Alan. Watchmen. 1986-7. Art by Dave Gibbons. China: DC Comics, 

2005. Ch. VI. 27. Print. 

 

Randy asks Dr. Long about fantasy BDSM, but instead is given a prolonged 

narrative of criminal sadism. Randy’s negative reaction shows people free-associating 

BDSM can view it as playful escapism—yet are unable to process real-world violence in 
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the same way. In this manner, the playful fantasy element appears harmless, while still 

hinting at the more dangerous non-consensual violence.  

I will assert many individuals do not care to listen to stories about sadism. As an 

undergraduate, I made a mistake similar to Dr. Long’s while dining with another student. 

My friend was a literature major unfamiliar with Fyodor Dostoyevsky or Joe Orton. I 

described how Kenneth Halliwell bludgeoned his lover Orton to death in their bedroom. 

At this point, she betrayed discomfort, and I should have shown more concern for her 

feelings, mistakenly assuming she would also find interesting conversation in the sordid 

details of a British playwright’s death. I did think she would at least listen to my story 

with dispassionate academic interest, and perhaps in exchange have her own story about a 

young artist’s untimely death. We never dined together again.  

If instead I had recounted comic book violence in Watchmen and stressed 

fictitious violence, I think she would not have been as ill at ease. Still, even this requires 

negotiation, since Moore’s Watchmen refers to the real-world Kitty Genovese case. 

Therefore, a strong reaction to real sadism within a comic book text is not surprising, and 

reveals the complex emotional response violence elicits. Moore’s use of Kitty Genovese 

allows him to invert and further transpose comic book violence with a real episode of 

documented violence. Rorschach’s character is forged by Kitty Genovese and the way he 

assimilates her assault becomes the way he processes and literally views the world, 

through his face mask made from her fabric. In the act of doing this, Rorschach literally 

looks out at Genovese’s real-world abuse from his two-dimensional interior. Rorschach 

even says at in his opening monologue, “This city is afraid of me. I have seen its true 

face” (I/1). 
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Long knows his story will not be well received, but he focuses on the truth rather 

than the consequences. Dr. Malcolm Long is the prescriptive Fredric Wertham character 

moved to action in spite of his inability to rehabilitate and cure Rorschach’s violent 

tendencies. Wertham and Long are both social progressives, actively campaigning against 

violence. Both are prescriptive, and willing to martyr themselves. As previously 

mentioned, Long, like Wertham, uses a visual method, the Rorschach inkblots, to 

discover and cure his patient’s maladies by relating them to real world issues (Wertham 

178). Does reading ink on paper, squiggles, as Moore refers to them, lead us to some 

higher truth in a comic within a comic? Instead of treating Rorschach, Rorschach’s telling 

his origin story changes Dr. Long’s worldview and our vigilante enacts a reverse 

transference with the doctor.  

In Watchmen, characters attempt to make the world a better place by withdrawing 

from the world as active participants. Dr. Long, when confronted with Rorschach’s 

darkness, changes his ideology, apparently for the greater good, even while staring into 

Rorschach’s abyss. When given a chance to reunite with his wife, Dr. Long chooses 

idealism and gives up his chance to preserve their marriage. “Gloria, please, I have to. In 

a world like this . . . I mean, it’s all we can do, try to help each other. It’s all that means 

anything. . . Please try to understand” (XI/20). Dr. Long’s duality is referenced by his 

nickname, Mal (evil) against the public good he serves. Many of Watchmen’s characters 

make difficult moral choices in the face of adversity and the complexity of serving the 

common good. This particular example relates to gender issues and masochism, as Dr. 

Long separates from his disapproving wife to pursue a higher calling. In this instance, 

Long rejects Gloria’s feminizing influence and seeks out a path beneficial to a greater 
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number of people. And yet rejecting his wife means he has to give up something. Like 

Ozymandias (Adrian Veidt) he withdraws from “real” society to accomplish a practical 

goal, but on a much smaller scale than killing half of New York City in the interests of 

world peace. Still, separating from his wife and assumedly his patients for his higher 

calling appears to be a masochistic endeavor on the good doctor’s part. From Mal’s 

perspective, the masochism derives from not being able to live in the world--if he wants 

to make the world a better place, he must suffer. 

 This idea also has larger applicability for Moore’s ordinary superheroes who 

seem unable to live in the mundane world if they are to properly do their job. Dan 

Dreiberg, secretly Nite-Owl 2, lives as an academic recluse on trust fund money after 

retirement into semi-obscurity and often talks about old times with Hollis Mason (the 

original Nite-Owl) as a means of escapist fantasy. Rorschach is forced to work alone 

since superheroes have been outlawed. Ozymandias spends much of his time in his lair, 

far removed from civilization. Indeed, as he watches his screens, his reply to the servants 

is, “Yes, that’s right. All alone . . . Just me and the world” (X/8). The Comedian (Edward 

Blake) appears to be largely solitary in his retirement, not possessing a real purpose once 

decommissioned by the government, and at times is a social pariah, as evidenced by 

Laurie’s treatment of him at an upscale party. Dr. Manhattan, the only “hero” with 

superpowers as a result of a nuclear accident, exiles himself after becoming enraged at a 

press conference. For these heroes, their real obsession appears to be enforcing their 

authority on others to maintain a semblance of the status quo. Without this kind of 

release, most of Watchmen’s heroes seem unable to function normally. This is not a new 

feature in superhero stories, many have difficult fitting into mainstream society for a 
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variety of reasons, but Moore lingers on it a bit more in Watchmen and hints at the 

masochistic satisfaction from the act of self-exile. Even the meta-story in Watchmen 

involves a pirate who unwittingly kills his own family and thus removes himself from 

society because of his unintentional crimes. 

Brent Fishbaugh describes Watchmen as “a comic series about superheroes and 

the effect they might have if they were placed in a “real world” setting; there would be 

real, contemporary issues, such as graphic street crime, the controversy over nuclear 

disarmament, and human sexual relations” (189). Moore integrates human sexual 

relations and the problems sex poses for characters with extreme power fixations. 

Because most of Watchmen’s heroes are obsessed with power and control, this behavior 

manifests itself in S/M routines. However, sex is not politics. Watchmen recognizes that 

sexuality and politics are different and embracing one’s sexuality to act out larger power 

and control fantasies can have negative consequences.  

Watchmen’s sexual realism helps to develop the story by making the characters 

more fully developed. This allows readers to decode and accept Moore’s characters as 

people with real problems and sex lives. Hooded Justice, the first known masked 

adventurer of the Watchmen in the 1940s, and Captain Metropolis, Nelson Gardner, the 

Minutemen’s (the group’s original name) leader in the same era, are lovers—we don’t 

have to wonder about subtext and debate if they are queer--The Silhouette is a lesbian—

Moore spells it out for us. Indeed, Moore makes LGBT sexuality a subtext throughout 

Watchmen, with the relationship between two women, Aline, and Joey the cab driver.  

With the women, Moore shows how abuse and violence are not restricted to heterosexual 

relationships, but are again socially constructed roles where Joey takes the dominant role 
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and Aline the traditionally submissive female role. Joey and Aline’s biological sex does 

not matter; they mimic traditional heterosexual domestic violence to the extreme that 

Joey batters Aline and acts like a poorly educated working class male tough. Aline is 

uncomfortable with Joey’s purchasing pornography at a newsstand, and Joey focuses on 

the sex act rather than their relationship. In this way, Moore is showing the problematic 

nature of a relationship based on an unfair balance of power between not only Joey and 

Aline, but any pairing apart from the preconceived notion of biological gender. In this 

same manner, it does not matter that Hooded Justice and Captain Metropolis are both 

men. They appear to fight and quarrel as a heterosexual couple might, with Metropolis 

taking the submissive role within this arrangement. This also demonstrates the likelihood 

of one partner consistently being more dominant within a marriage of gendered “equals.”  

Dan and Laurie have their own power and control issues, yet both consider being 

beaten up in costume for sexual gratification, at least outwardly in casual conversation, as 

apart from the norm. Dan and Laurie laugh at Captain Carnage for the very things they do 

themselves. They are highly amused at Rorschach’s sadism, when killing Captain 

Carnage, a minor villain who focuses on committing crimes in the hopes he will be 

beaten. While ridiculing Carnage, Dan and Laurie’s own sexuality is still primarily 

fixated on power, control, and dressing up in costumes to enforce the law. Reik’s 

provocative factor is demonstrated by Carnage’s less than closeted demands. Pleading to 

Dan and Laurie, Carnage (“Punish me!”) demands attention from the heroes as a 

masochistic mantra for beating him into submission. Yet, in chapter three, when Dan and 

Laurie beat up their muggers, they derive sexual gratification from the act. In this gender 
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reversal, Laurie even lights a cigarette as phallus after the confrontation to demonstrate 

the extent of her satisfaction (III/15).  

In a more perverse sense, Rorschach provocatively orders Dr. Manhattan at the 

end of Watchmen to “Do it!” and demands that Manhattan dispose of Rorschach 

immediately, and mirrors Carnage’s request in an eerily similar way. When Rorschach 

becomes self-destructive in this final scene, he remains at the same time purposefully 

defiant, controlling how and where Dr. Manhattan kills him. And in this Rorschach 

remains dominant prior to the act, since he orders Dr. Manhattan to destroy him, or at 

least Kovacs does as he unmasks; he is ordering the most powerful superhero to kill 

him—and Manhattan clearly obeys his marching orders despite his seeming inability to 

engage in purposeful action during other key places in the narrative. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 15. Moore, Alan. Watchmen. 1986-7. Art by Dave Gibbons. China: DC Comics, 

2005. Ch. XII. 24. Print. 

 

While Dan and Laurie laugh at Captain Carnage’s S/M fixation, others embrace 

sadomasochistic activity and come closer to recognizing and embracing their desires. 
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Sally’s romanticizing her affair with Edward Blake, keeps her relevant in old age—

despite having been raped by him. Sally’s masochism enables her to survive the longest. 

Characters who meet violence with violence tend to die in Watchmen, while Sally’s 

resilience and acceptance does not provoke retaliation. Yet, it is natural to question why 

she retains some attraction to The Comedian’s after his brutality. Does this make her a 

weaker person? Certainly, Sally’s partial forgiveness of Edward Blake is curious. Yet in 

Sally’s own words, “Laurie, you’re young you don’t know. Things change. What 

happened, happened forty years ago . . . ‘It’s history’” (II/1). And if this is the case, 

what does matter from our past, or does this type of philosophy excuse all consequences 

or repercussions from events in our past? 

From a different perspective, E.B. Hariton (1973) views female rape fantasies as 

transformative female empowerment fantasies. In those terms, The Comedian 

overpowers Sally in her fantasy because he cannot resist her charms. In Hariton’s view, 

the female holds the power in a rape fantasy (and I stress fantasy as an operant term) 

because she becomes irresistible to the male, and to this end, he will take her forcibly 

because he is so enraptured. Hariton’s construct would empower Sally because The 

Comedian is unable to resist her, and thus is impelled to take her by force within this 

fantasy construct. I believe Hariton’s theory could perpetuate negative stereotypes or be 

misconstrued. Even so, it is important to note individual rape fantasies can be carefully 

controlled and moderated by an individual, much like a comic, where the violence is 

imagined. Eileen Zurbriggen and Megan Yost (2004) found no correlation to support 

Hariton’s relationship between submissiveness and heightened desire fantasies (297). 

Despite this lack of substantiation, Hariton illustrates how even rape fantasies can be 
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reversed to empower the woman and make the man appear weak. It is also worth noting 

that in 1974, Hariton and Singer’s “Women’s Fantasies During Sexual Intercourse,” there 

were at least three different coded responses of female submission fantasies, but no clear 

coding for a female dominance fantasy. The closest coding for a dominance fantasy is “I 

enjoy pretending that I am doing something wicked or forbidden” (317). Hariton’s study 

improbably suggests that women did not have dominance fantasies. 

Yet another way to study women’s rape fantasies includes scientific studies of 

dominance and control. Zurbriggen and Yost’s study details sexual fantasies of 

dominance and submission, and includes both sexes. They found fantasies of submission 

non-problematic, but male fantasies of dominance were associated with greater rape myth 

acceptance (RMA). The RMA test measures stereotypes and false myths about rape on 

M.R. Burt’s 19-item scale. For instance, “Any healthy woman can successfully resist a 

rapist if she really wants to” (Burt). Zurbriggen and Yost’s (2004) research revealed 

dominance fantasies to be problematic for men but beneficial for women. Hence, males 

with more fantasies where they dominated their partners tended to also correlate with 

RMA scores, agreeing “women provoke rape by their dress or behavior, that women lie 

about sexual assault, and that some women deserve to be raped” (296). Yet women who 

scored higher on dominance fantasies with the woman as a top tended to have progressive 

beliefs about sex, a willingness to contradict stereotypical gender roles and less 

acceptance of negative RMA stereotypes (297). Also, “men who were less likely to 

believe victim-blaming myths about rape were more likely to describe a fantasy in which 

their (female) partners took an active, powerful role” (Zurbriggen and Yost 298).  
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Recent studies about dominance and submission fantasies further demonstrate 

female domination fantasies are positively empowering for women. According to 

Zurbriggen and Yost (2004) women who embraced female domination fantasies were 

less likely to believe negative rape myth acceptance (RMA) themes and conversely, those 

female fantasies of submission “do not appear to contribute to victim mentality in 

women” (297). In addition, this research found males who have sexual fantasies about 

being submissive towards females also tended to score lower on acceptance of RMA 

indicators. Yet, while female dominance fantasies were non-problematic, male 

dominance fantasies were indicative of acceptance of heightened RMA indicators; those 

males with heightened dominance fantasies more often will believe women provoke rape 

by dress or other behaviors influenced by the woman. This study demonstrates that the 

depiction of strong female characters, such as Eisner’s Ellen Dolan or Moore’s Laurie 

Juspeczyk, are potentially beneficial towards society. In addition, research from 2009 

demonstrates that “overall, men preferred the forceful submission fantasy more than 

women” in reference to their own roles (Hawley and Hensley). This sexual preference in 

men is the “correlation between neuroticism and fantasy predilection revealed in Study 1, 

and the relatively higher mean levels in Study 2 for prestige enhancement, assuaging 

doubts about rejection in the episode, and preferring to surrender to the will of another” 

(Hawley and Hensley). In essence, a man does not have to fear rejection when he is 

aggressively pursued or forcefully taken by a woman against his will (as with The Spirit 

and Nylon Rose.) 

Given Zurbriggen and Yost’s study, the theories of Wonder Woman creator 

William Moulton Marston appear convincing. Marston argues that submission, bondage, 
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and discipline are beneficial to society, and he believed that the free expression of these 

ideas might lead to a psychologically healthier, better society. In a candid manner, 

Marston speaks of educating the young, but not in a manner Fredric Wertham would 

condone as mainstream family values. This was, Marston explains, his intent and purpose 

in creating a comic book hero to demonstrate these types of values and ideas for a 

mainstream audience: 

The one truly great contribution of my Wonder Woman strip to moral education 

of the young. The only hope for peace is to teach people who are full of pep and 

unbound force to enjoy being bound . . . Only when the control of self by others is 

more pleasant than the unbound assertion of self in human relationships can we 

hope for a stable, peaceful human society. (qtd. in Jones 210)  

Marston strengthens this assertion with, “Giving to others, being controlled by 

them, submitting to other people cannot possibly be enjoyable without a strong erotic 

element” (210). Marston believed that women were the stronger sex, “because they 

wielded the force of love, that war and evil were produced by men’s violent quest for 

illusory power over women, and that secretly boys and men were ‘looking for an 

exciting, beautiful girl stronger than they are’” (209). 

Sally’s view of The Comedian’s brutality represents how masochism is 

romanticized and justified, taking Marston’s submission from the female point of view. 

The Comedian brutally rapes Sally and she does not press charges. Sally’s inaction 

contradicts what she would normally undertake as sensible legal retaliation. Zurbriggen 

and Yost’s research suggests The Comedian would concur with rape myth acceptance 

based on his fantasies of dominance and control. When confronted by Hooded Justice, he 
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defends himself with “Hey, wait! She wanted me to do it! She . . .” (II/7). Prior to Sally’s 

rape, he justifies his actions with, “C’mon, baby, I know what you need. You gotta have 

some reason for wearin’ an outfit like this, huh?” (II/6). Zurbriggen and Yost also state 

rape myth acceptance by females is associated with “sexual fantasies that were 

traditionally feminine, having an emotional and romantic content and including only one 

partner” (298). In this manner, Sally’s sentimental view of The Comedian demonstrates 

some limited forgiveness in spite of the heinous act, but her limits on accepting this type 

of behavior is restricted to only The Comedian. Sally is the most passive Watchmen 

character, and yet she manages to survive while all of her former teammates perish. Yet, 

even her marriage with Laurence Schexnayder is highly suspect, done for appearances, a 

union of materialistic necessity, devoid of real love. So, in many ways Sally compromises 

to accommodate the power fantasies of others, becoming the object of their desires. 

Zurbriggen and Yost also note the difference that males, while fantasizing, 

additionally seek the demonstrative enjoyment of their partners. In contrast, women’s 

fantasies focus more predictably on their own pleasure. Finding women express more 

interest in self-pleasure within fantasy constructs might seem at first confusing or 

contradictory, but it also introduces a real world dilemma. Since women are conditioned 

to pay more attention to their partner’s needs in real-world sexual interactions, fantasies 

allow women to focus exclusively on their own pleasure. Conversely, in a male fantasy, 

the lack of obvious indications that a woman is enjoying herself, or concerns by men that 

she is “faking it,” may lead to fantasies where the woman is fully and clearly satisfied 

(296). A side note in Zurbriggen and Yost’s study indicates that during female dominance 

fantasies, women necessarily focus more on the enjoyment of their partners. This 
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contradiction might be why women do not as often have fantasies where they are in 

control of their partner. In order for women to act on these fantasies, they have to have 

the needs of the male submissive in mind, rather than focusing exclusively on their own 

enjoyment. In short, it is a lot of work to be dominant in a relationship. 

At the end of Watchmen, Dan and Laurie visit Sally Jupiter as the matriarchal 

agency of Watchmen, making Sally’s advice more important than the departed God figure 

of Dr. Manhattan, or the dethroned Ozymandias, serving as rex inutilis.
10

 Therefore, 

although Sally is moved to tears at The Comedian’s memory, her feelings for him remain 

ambivalent while representing the agency of the old guard for Dan and Laurie. 

 Gilles Deleuze summarizes the previously mentioned signifiers in masochism, but 

adds a fifth: the idea of the contract in a masochistic relationship.
11

 “A contract is drawn 

up between the subject and the torturer, giving a new application to the idea of the jurists 

of antiquity that slavery itself is based on a contract. The masochist appears to be held by 

real chains, but in fact he is bound by his word alone” (Deleuze 66). Deleuze’s notation 

emphasizes the words forming a contract or covenant in a prospective power exchange 

relationship. Forgoing a contract, two individuals could still engage in consensual 

sadomasochism, but contractually pre-arranging the agreement clarifies expectations for 

both sadist and masochist. This shifts power to the masochist, since the sadist is only 

allowed acts chosen by the masochist. In utilizing Deleuze’s contract, we come nearer to 

Samuel R. Delany’s definition, where BDSM mimics the law and becomes law or 

society’s anathema because of the close resemblance to a carefully written or verbally 

negotiated contract with consensual agreement (democratic law in which politicians hold 

power over the electorate in a carefully negotiated contract), which in most cases views 
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S/M practices as illegal or open to public censure for negotiating a power exchange 

between consenting adults. 

  In Watchmen’s schemata, superheroes do not represent the law, but rather 

individuals transforming their personal philosophy into the rigor of exemplary law (by 

their self-imposed standards.) Rorschach’s extreme right-wing vigilantism lacks due 

process and trial. Dan disregards the law to free Rorschach from prison, and Laurie 

shoots Veidt with the intent to kill. Veidt plots killing thousands of innocents and 

murders several prior to the culmination of his plan, believing it is in the interests of 

world peace. Only The Comedian and Dr. Manhattan really constitute the Law proper in 

Watchmen, since they work for Nixon’s regime. Even so, within a Nixonian regime, 

Nixon appears more emperor than president. In Moore’s alternate history, President 

Nixon has broken the spirit of the law in order to remain president with extended terms in 

office. Dr. Manhattan and the Comedian only represent the scientific and military power 

base of the establishment used to maintain the repressive law (For example, the ex-

Crimebusters quell street riots by using violence on protestors) rather than having the 

agency to shape and reform the law. Watchmen’s heroes are not concerned about the 

morality of their actions per se, but function as servants of the government to enforce the 

law. In this sense, even though Dr. Manhattan and The Comedian dispense violence and 

act as executioners, they are themselves submissive to the authority of government. 

Within Watchmen, Dr. Manhattan and The Comedian spend much of the story outside the 

narrative thread, offstage working for government, which serves their own best interests. 

The Comedian is able to enforce his version of the law with sadistic glee, and Dr. 
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Manhattan dedicates himself to scientific research. Moore makes it very clear that each of 

the characters in Watchmen answer to someone else above them in the power hierarchy. 

Since Moore’s superheroes are not enforcers of the law proper, what do they 

represent? In the “Sword & Sorcery, S/M, and the Economics of Inadequation,” Samuel 

R. Delany describes how the law both represents and marginalizes S/M sexuality.  

The Law is imposed, of course, on all sexual situations. And the social censure 

S/M has received is an example of that imposition. But the reduction of that 

imposition to a circular argument where S/M is censured by the Law precisely 

because it carries, reveals, manifests, and reproduces the Law’s own hidden and 

embarrassing truth—that it functions at once as the Law’s explanation, origin, and 

ever present self—is a contradiction that calls for some firm demystifying 

analysis. We simply must challenge this view that various sexual acts carry the 

Law innately within them, momentarily to write out their truth for the historically 

sensitive reader. (Delany 140-1) 

The Comedian may not represent the law, yet his presence signals the de facto 

representation of a colonial United States presence abroad. Why does The Comedian 

fight overseas as a special government operative? After raping Sally, he is forced to leave 

The Minutemen (an appropriately revolutionary name.) When The Comedian attacks 

Sally Jupiter in the Minutemen’s trophy room, Sally claws The Comedian’s face, 

blinding him. The flash bulb from the earlier Minutemen group picture similarly blinds 

Sally. “I got spots in my eyes” (II/4). While transitioning the scene, temporary blindness 

suggests the suspension of morality and justice.
12

 During The Comedian’s attack on 

Sally, “Moloch’s Solar Mirror Weapon” and “King Mob’s (anarchy) Ape Mask are 
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prominently displayed, which represent the aftermath and seized property of prosecuted 

criminals. This is not even legal prosecution but vigilantism. “Moloch’s Solar Mirror 

Weapon shows how Sally Jupiter’s rape mirrors the larger microcosm of Watchmen and 

the macrocosm of the history of S/M in superhero comics. (Consider the Minutemen’s 

smiling, upright group portrait, shortly before the violence, perfectly preserved by Sally 

Jupiter’s picture contrasted with the savageness of her rape.)  

The Minutemen’s trophy room demonstrates how justice is a multi-layered variant 

of sadomasochism: heroes glorify punishing criminals behind bars, much in the way their 

fallen adversaries’ seized masks and weapons are encased in glass, like prisoners. The 

Minutemen celebrate and exploit punishing criminals to earn fame. Within this 

celebratory dynamic of punishment, heroic virtues are not extolled as much as the quasi-

legal corrective.  

The United States leads the other countries of the world by far in incarceration 

rates, imprisoning “756 per 100,000 of the national population” (Walmsley 1). There 

should be little wonder that America’s punishment dynamic, transferrable to the law’s 

dynamic is part of the fascination of S/M transference in popular American comics. Since 

the United States has the largest per capita incarceration rate, it is natural for Americans 

to be both fascinated and afraid of the punishment dynamic, even when vicariously 

experienced. Hence, rather than accepting Wertham’s argument that crime comics cause 

violent behavior and juvenile delinquency, it is also possible to regard pre-existing crime, 

punishment and widespread American incarceration rates as fictional mirrors, making 

superhero comics more realistic than we would like to believe, as they are chiefly 

produced in the US. It is perhaps as important to ask why the world’s wealthiest country 
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has the highest incarceration rate. Why do we spend government money building prisons 

and convicting non-violent consensual crimes when we could spend it on preventative 

measures, strengthening education and funding our infrastructure and scientific research? 

A societal corrective is needed to discourage crime. Yet, if resources are used to create 

educational opportunities, improve health care while funding scientific research, 

education and infrastructure, the need to spend as much on corrections might not be 

needed. 

Random, senseless violence, executed through mob mentality, occurs throughout 

Watchmen, despite the reliance on law’s corrective. Hollis Mason, the first Nite-Owl, is 

bludgeoned to death by an angry mob. They mistakenly kill Hollis when they confuse his 

identity with Dan’s Nite-Owl 2 identity. His deathblow is delivered by the Knot Tops’ 

Derf with Hollis’s own Golden memorial statue, “In Gratitude” which links back to 

Moore’s representation of the law to the Minutemen’s trophy room artifacts used to 

“serve” justice in an unnatural way. Even the gang’s name, the Knot Tops, ties together 

justice and sadomasochism. Ostensibly, the Knot Tops’ gang name is similar to The 

Spirit’s Nylon Rose. “Knot Tops” contains both the connotation of rope knots, knot tops, 

or topping, as in to kill someone, (or suicide) in British slang, creeping in from Moore’s 

vernacular. You also have the literal translation of “knot (not) tops,” which means that 

they’re not dominants, either in a B/D scenario, or social class but yet exert violence in 

their own manner as part of the lower class. In addition, the terms “Knots” and 

“Topping” when joined together recall Hooded Justice’s costume, with a knotted noose 

lassoed around his neck. Moore heightens this absurdity in Watchmen by having The 

Knot Tops enforce the law by killing other vigilantes like Nite-Owl. Even if The Knot 
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Tops had paid their retribution to the correct superhero, in this case Dan Dreiberg’s Nite-

Owl 2, how different would the Knot Tops be from The Comedian or Rorschach in their 

ethics? Vigilantism echoes the faulty logic of employing the death penalty. As a societal 

corrective, to show that killing others is wrong, an additional life is taken as a mandate of 

the law to prove the point. Thus, the corrective rectifies the crime while using the same 

stark morality of the perpetrator to enforce a strict and rigid moral code. 

Delany provocatively shows how S/M demonstrates “The Law” and through its 

reflexive representation censures S/M. In such a way, the punishments meted out during 

S/M between consenting adults represent what happens under the Law proper. Yet, at the 

same time Delany cautions,  

to assume a session of “sexual torture” between two consenting adults requires 

only minimal reorganization of what goes on in an actual session of political 

torture—and in an any way manifests the same “power relations” signs only gross 

ignorance of the context and the substance of both situations! (140)  

Again, if consensual BDSM is enacted between consenting adults, it is absurd to 

convict adults and accuse them of crimes. This kind of criminal prosecution is more 

concerned with puritanical zealotry than actual justice. 

Delany’s cautionary statement exists as Watchmen’s problematic paradox. 

Hooded Justice’s name suggests law and due process, but his costume, a Hangman’s 

noose, depicts capital punishment. However, Hooded Justice’s personal attraction to the 

S/M power dynamic involves inflicting corporal punishment for sexual gratification. 

Hooded Justice remedies The Comedian’s sadism by exercising his own “corrective” 

sadism. Hooded Justice does not console Sally Jupiter after she is savaged by The 
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Comedian, but instead brusquely tells her to “Get up . . . And for God’s sake, cover 

yourself,” obliquely stating that Sally is at least as complicit in the rape as The Comedian 

because of her provocative appearance (II/8). Hooded Justice is not only concerned with 

Sally’s rape; he wants to punish The Comedian in order to gratify himself sexually, it 

appears. Yet, in his defense Hooded Justice is one of the few characters in Watchmen 

who intervenes directly to halt a brutal rape and directly addresses the situation at hand, 

other than Rorschach.  

Delany describes mistakenly transposing the S/M relationship between 

individuals to the larger political dynamic of torture and interrogation. Criminal 

interrogation and political torture are employed as state correctives. Torturing enemy 

combatants is illegal per the Geneva Convention. Yet because political torture is 

controversial, to assume the same representative act could be committed for pleasure—

for either soldiers or prisoners--converts an emblem of personal cruelty into a sexual 

dynamic between two consenting adults. From a conservative agenda, an S/M power 

exchange acted out for pleasure is anathema since it both perverts the emblem of political 

torture, transforming a maligned but “necessary” patriotic act into a salvageable grace. 

“Good” Americans torture terrorists to safeguard democracy but “good” Americans do 

not then use these same personal freedoms in a democratic state to stage consensual 

BDSM scenes to achieve orgasm. Further, consenting adults recreate potentially 

offensive acts because they bring the dynamic of the interrogated terrorist or criminal into 

the bedroom. 

This also brings into question how much sexual freedom is permitted in a 

democratic society. Torturing prisoners presumably safeguards American freedoms, but 
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the freedoms adults enjoy cannot then be expressed as libertine indulgences, because the 

act is linked to sexual pleasure. And although neoconservatives do not want the media to 

monitor and restrict enemy combatant torture because this could compromise national 

security, (this despite other more serious exterior information leaks, for instance Julian 

Assange’s Wikileaks), the same neoconservatives would monitor and regulate consensual 

bedroom S/M when placed out of the context of the military, even though the acts are 

expressed for personal pleasure. A leftist or libertarian agenda might extol sexual 

freedom in principal, but the left might also find it troubling that a BDSM relationship 

enacts the dynamic of the right-wing politics of torture from a staged or theatrical 

spectacle. The left’s politics safeguard sexual and personal freedoms, but S/M power 

dynamics when acted out express the theatrical form of the politics of the far right (in this 

case, sexual freedom is staged as political torture, and this overt resemblance has 

uncomfortable associations for both conservatives and liberals.) Or consider the images 

of inhumanity in Abhu Ghraib prison (a female soldier with a male prisoner wearing a 

dog collar on a leash) and how closely they mimic images of adults engaged in 

consensual role-playing.  

In Watchmen, the right leaning dynamic of conservatism often appears as the 

stronger force in a Nixonian era. Watchmen’s superheroes or retired superheroes function 

most naturally when they act to enforce their wills on others. Even the more left leaning 

characters like Dan are willing to break Rorschach out of jail when he feels the ends 

justify the means. And the far left Ozymandias actually turns out to be a super villain in 

his machinations, leaving Moore with no political spectrum unscathed or held innocent. 

Practically anyone in Moore’s world with enough personal power, regardless of their 
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intent can be a menace. Moore shows that any political expediency or ideology as a 

Nietzschean will to power necessarily comes at the expense of political victims as one’s 

will is enforced over others. Moore portrays Veidt with the surface “unreality” of left 

leaning actor celebrities who endorse causes larger than themselves without really 

understanding the issues. Moore’s Ozymandias is the pragmatic celebrity with limitless 

resources willing to do whatever is necessary to create world peace. In this sense, you 

could reverse the humanistic agenda of the left and reveal it as a fascist mandate just as 

clearly as the right’s agenda since the demonstrative power needed to achieve it is the 

same, a will to power. 

From a real world perspective, evidence of the right’s discomfort with consensual 

BDSM is demonstrated by Allison Meyers being fired from the Republican National 

Convention’s The Young Eagles over a visit to the S/M themed Voyeur nightclub on 

March 2010. Yet, in fairness to the RNC, most political parties would have problems 

spending their donor contributions in this manner. In Watchmen, Rorschach and The 

Comedian would likely have difficulty distinguishing sexual role-playing from real 

violence, despite their common endorsement of violence and expressing their overt 

sexuality through violence and corrective retribution. Rorschach demonstrates this by 

pushing Captain Carnage down an elevator shaft. Yet while blind to this, both are able to 

find obvious sexual differences in others. Rorschach questions Veidt’s heterosexuality 

and Blake quickly identifies Hooded Justice’s queer S/M desires. This happens despite 

the Comedian’s extreme sexuality (leather garb and behavior as a sexual predator), and 

Rorschach’s more neutral asexuality. This is particularly troubling, since both Rorschach 

and The Comedian seem particularly tone deaf at diagnosing their own sexual hang-ups. 
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The Comedian’s response to Hooded Justice is: “This is what you like, huh? This 

is what gets you hot . . .” Hooded Justice’s eyes register shock, and he unhands The 

Comedian. Comic book superheroes are moral heroes, so when their duty as a superhero 

also fulfills their sexual desires, this becomes problematic. Moral agency is subverted 

when superheroes achieve sexual gratification while enforcing their version of the law. 

The superhero is not supposed to become aroused during public service. Hooded Justice 

and The Comedian publicly enact as superheroes the same things that give them pleasure 

in their private lives and this dooms them. The Comedian callously disposes of Hooded 

Justice (as a gay man, further extending the S/M subtext in Watchmen’s forbidden 

sexuality with queer characters like The Silhouette being murdered, and queer identity 

being more carefully hidden as necessity.) The Comedian’s principal redeeming trait is 

being horrified by Ozymandias’s plan, as evidenced by Moloch’s recollection. Yet, the 

supposition of Hooded Justice’s death raises a question: Did The Comedian kill Hooded 

Justice and did Captain Metropolis actually die in a car crash? James Gifford 

convincingly argues that Hooded Justice and Captain Metropolis staged their own deaths 

and are still alive in 1985 based on the panel (I/25/4) of two older men sitting together in 

a restaurant, holding hands. Gifford’s theory is intriguing, and it calls into question 

Moore and Gibbons’ larger intent in the scene. If the older couple has been in a S/M 

relationship for almost 50 years prior, this is the same template Moore is constructing for 

Dan and Laurie’s budding relationship as the two men radiate contentment and love. In 

addition, Laurie’s words about her relationship with Dr. Manhattan, “Oh, yeah yeah, 

everything’s fine. Couldn’t be better” (I/25), while spoken unconvincingly by her, ring 
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true for the foregrounded couple. Hooded Justice’s sadistic nature is discussed by The 

Comedian, and Captain Metropolis is demonstrably weaker and more indecisive.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 16. Moore, Alan. Watchmen. 1986-7. Art by Dave Gibbons. China: DC Comics, 

2005. Ch. II. 7. Print. 
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This top/bottom power dynamic, and the love demonstrated in the panel, is akin to 

the eternal slavery fantasy in Eisner’s “The Kissing Caper” re-written from a queer 

perspective. In defense of Gifford’s theory, there is no other reason for Gibbons to place 

Dan and Laurie so far in the background, if it were not his intent to highlight Hooded 

Justice and Captain Metropolis out of costume and in love many years later. 

Thematically, it functions within the text perfectly since Watchmen so often deals with 

hidden sexuality as a unifying theme. 

If Captain Metropolis and Hooded Justice do survive by staging their deaths, this 

is in keeping with Moore’s support of LGBT rights and his stance on those issues in 

Lost Girls, V for Vendetta and “The Mirror of Love”. This identity revelation also 

establishes that everything committed by The Comedian in his relationships is  

nonconsensual violence while Metropolis and Hooded Justice’s demonstrate a more 

amicable consensual S/M relationship.  

Certainly, Dan and Laurie connect their crime fighting personas with sex, but this 

linkage of a superhero costume fetish relates to an S/M power relationship and a different 

kind of hidden sexuality. Wearing uniforms in the S/M world links sexuality to the 

costumes. Dan and Laurie both had role models to develop their costume fetishes. Laurie 

has had two parents who wore costumes, but was chiefly influenced by her mother. Both 

were influenced by the first Nite-Owl and Silk Spectre whom they emulate by taking on 

the character’s personas. Dan and Laurie are influenced by the original Nite-Owl and Silk 

Spectre. In chapter three of Hollis Mason’s Under the Hood, he affirms: “Yes, I daresay 

some of us did have our sexual hang-ups,” and shortly elaborates with, “Yes, we were 
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crazy, we were kinky, we were Nazis, all those things that people say” (II/”Under the 

Hood”/8). 

Dan’s own fetish creates an interesting predicament when as a couple Dan and 

Laurie begin to explore their sexuality. Laurie and Dan first try to consummate their 

relationship, and Dan is impotent. After Dan dons his Nite-Owl costume, he performs. 

Laurie: Dan, was tonight good?  Did you like it? 

Dan: Uh-huh. 

Laurie: Did the costumes make it good? Dan . . .? 

Dan: Yeah. Yeah, I guess the costumes had something to do with it. It just feels 

strange, you know? To come out and admit that to somebody. To come out of the 

closet (VII/28). 

In particular, Dan’s costume fixation is a stark contrast to the way Hooded Justice and 

Captain Carnage mask, both literally and figuratively, their sexual gratification through 

violence. Dan’s acceptance with his costume fetish makes him less repressed, and makes 

him a more fully realized character. In the words of Pat Califia, hearkening back to Reik 

and Stoller’s definitions: “The key word to understanding S/M is fantasy. The roles, 

dialogue, fetish costumes, and sexual activity are part of a drama or ritual. The 

participants are enhancing their sexual pleasure, not damaging or imprisoning one 

another” (168). With this assertion, Califia clearly separates real world nonconsensual 

violence and torture from fantasy S/M sexuality.  
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Fig. 17. Moore, Alan. Watchmen. 1986-7. Art by Dave Gibbons. China: DC Comics, 

2005. Ch. I. 25. Print. 

 

 And yet the culmination of Dan and Laurie’s mature sexuality is also the Freudian 

nightmare of becoming their parents and recreating and having sex with their parents, as 

their parents. Hollis Mason functions as Dan’s father figure. And if anyone doubts the 
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Freudian overtones, Dan indirectly causes Hollis’s death when the men’s identities are 

mistaken, compounding Freud’s Oedipal nightmare (The Freud Reader 640-45). The 

fetishist looks away from a person’s sex (glancing away or with embarrassment from the 

respective genitalia) and points the desire instead towards an easily recognizable object, 

like a boot or a foot. What makes Dan and Laurie’s costume fetish so strong and unique 

is that the gaze away from the person (typically the fetishist’s parent) and redirection 

towards the object still retains the aura of personhood within that fetish, as the costume is 

enacted as both a person’s identity (Hollis/Dreiberg/Nite-Owl) and fetish. A shoe or a 

boot is only a fragmented part of a person, but a superhero costume is a representation or 

double of the complete person as fetishistic identity. Hence, a complete superhero 

identity emerges as a fetish object, i.e. The Silhouette as fetishized object. A correct way 

to label this doubling of a superhero fetish is appropriately a “super” fetish. We also see 

this fetishistic behavior in Rorschach, with a facemask fashioned from Kitty Genovese’s 

dress. He inverts the relationship between a person and object and places the fetish object 

over his face in order to assimilate person as object—within the context of a literal 

Rorschach test and fantasy this is highly suggestive. His fetishistic behavior works 

backwards, as his own tortured vision breaks down; he works from the contextualized 

“real” victim and reduces the world around him to objects and either/or thinking.  

Dan’s shame becomes apparent when he makes sham excuses for his fetishes. The 

Twilight Lady, a villainess from Dan’s past, is marginalized because of her S/M attire 

and sexual allure. The Twilight Lady matches Dickos’s definition of the femme fatale. 

Laurie finds The Twilight Lady’s picture in Dan’s home, dressed as a leather-clad 

dominatrix brandishing a whip. Dan explains himself to Laurie a little too conveniently: 
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Dan: That? “Oh, that isn’t anybody. It’s just this vice queen I put away back in 

’68. Called herself Dusk Woman or something.  

Laurie corrects Dan: ‘The Twilight Lady.’ She sent you her picture? 

Dan: Yeah, well, I guess she had sort of a fixation. She was a very sick woman. I 

keep meaning to throw that picture away, but you know how it is..., 

Laurie: Mmm” (VII/5). 

Clearly, Laurie doesn’t appear to relate to this, and acts as an agent of censorship 

towards both Sally Jupiter’s Tijuana Bible and Dan’s photo, and others projecting a 

strong female sexuality. Laurie is similarly disdainful of her own Silk Spectre costume, 

yet appears to also have a costume fetish and be into power roles as much as her male 

compatriots. She is illustrative of the emblem of shame or self-censor, even though her 

issues are about herself more than Dan or the others, she directs this criticism outwardly. 

The Twilight Lady’s primary crime as a “vice queen” is dressing up in leather and a 

mask. After almost twenty years, Dan has kept The Twilight Lady’s picture. Her 

inscribed photo reads: “From one ‘Night Bird’ to Another. Love from the Twilight 

Lady.” It is unclear who first framed the picture. (In a meta-narrative sense, the framing 

device describes how The Twilight Lady is herself framed.) 

Laurie’s being upset by The Twilight Lady demonstrates that the things that 

bother us about ourselves are the things that bother us about other people (XII/30). At the 

end, Laurie appears to finally embrace her inner self, but prior to this has to deal with 

justifying her own kinks and fetishes as a woman. 
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Fig. 18. Moore, Alan. Watchmen. 1986-7. Art by Dave Gibbons. China: DC Comics, 

2005. Ch. VII. 16. Print. 
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Sally Jupiter provides closure for Watchmen, and is the last “hero” shown before 

Moore ends with the finale at the newspaper. Sally kisses The Comedian’s picture, 

leaving her lipstick kisses as a vehicle for nostalgia and mixed emotions. As the last 

surviving Minuteman on the roster (barring Gordon Lewis/Mothman, institutionalized in 

the “bughouse” and the hints that Hooded Justice and Captain Metropolis might still be 

alive), Sally’s nostalgia holds Watchmen together; her crying over The Comedian 

provides Watchmen with emotional closure. Given his past violence towards her, the 

ending is also ambiguous. Does Sally cry over missing Edward Blake, or do emotions 

overpower her given what has happened to their group as a whole? This framing device 

markedly closes Watchmen’s narrative as Sally’s denouement. Sally survives Watchmen 

and is kept a symbolic prisoner in tandem with Watchmen’s incarceration dynamic. 

Sally is the only Minutemen with nothing to prove, whereas her colleagues have 

power fixations of dominance and control. Yet where does the American dream lead her?  

She spends the remainder of her life at a rest home where she relives old memories 

through forgotten texts and constantly regrets past decisions, romanticizes her 

misfortunes and acts in an overprotective manner towards Laurie. Despite her survival, 

the end of her life in many ways seems very sad as she recalls her earlier life with fond 

nostalgia.  
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Fig. 19. Moore, Alan. Watchmen. 1986-7. Art by Dave Gibbons. China: DC Comics, 

2005. Ch. VII. 5. Print. 

 

Frequently, Watchmen’s nostalgia centers around fetishistic text-based documents 

and fantasy paraphernalia: Sally Jupiter/Silk Spectre’s “Tijuana Bible,” Rorschach’s 

journal (it is Rorschach’s interpretation of causal events that makes the journal so 
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fantastic), Twilight Lady’s seductive photo, the “Tales from the Black Freighter” comic 

book, Adrian Veidt’s Ozymandias action figures, the costumes, trophies of criminal’s 

weapons and masks in the Minutemen’s headquarters, and Veidt’s line of “Nostalgia” 

fragrances, a visual cue throughout Watchmen. These varied artifacts, with the exception 

of Dan’s Twilight Lady photo (there is no evidence of reproduction), serve as a 

counterpoint to the characters’ sexual urges, showing fantasy items sold as commodities, 

purchased and put on display. In this ironic text as fetish process, the same way the 

characters in Watchmen fetishize texts and various paraphernalia, Moore brings the 

readers into his realm and asks them to fetishize Watchmen as text object through a close 

reading. And these fetish objects mirror Dan and Laurie’s fetishization of superheroes as 

people. This mirrors Karl Marx’s concept of commodity fetishism, where we imbue 

goods or products with mystical significance without fully understanding how the 

commodity is produced or manufactured (Marx). From this perspective, things take the 

place of people in relationships and commodities and ownership become the way that we 

understand or maintain our relationships by viewing a thing as person. In Marx’s words, 

“A commodity is therefore a mysterious thing, simply because in it the social character of 

men’s labour appears to them as an objective character stamped upon the product of that 

labour; because the relation of the producers to the sum total of their own labour is 

presented to them as a social relation . . fetishes (costumes, weapons, photographs,) to 

embrace those objects more readily.,” (72). Marx’s consumer fetishism also allows the 

characters with other types of fetishes (costumes, weapons, photographs,) to embrace 

those objects more readily rather than relying on memory or a genuinely human 

experience. 
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Within Marx’s construct of commodity fetishism, this also suggests the process of 

a character mask. With a character mask, it is very difficult to know what is produced, 

and who produces the items. A character mask ties in with both the character notions of 

masked and unmasked superhero identity themes as well as Ozymandias as puppeteer 

pulling the strings and keeping his identity secret as he orchestrates his schemes through 

shell companies. And in order for Ozymandias to complete his scheme, he has to brand 

his own identity and become more image than person, being more like a marketable 

action figure than an actual person. In this manner, Ozymandias is also emblematic of 

commodity fetishism, since no one (except him, until the very end), understands how the 

process of the manufactured creature is produced in all respects. In other words, some, 

like The Comedian might see parts of the plan, but Ozymandias orchestrates the entire 

doomsday scenario as a capitalist enterprise. 

Sally Jupiter/Silk Spectre’s coveted “Tijuana Bible” is clearly an important 

nostalgic representation of her life as a sultry hero and an obvious example of Marx’s 

commodity fetishism. Sally’s Tijuana Bible serves as a meta-text about Sally, affecting 

the way she is perceived by herself and others. She appears to be the only Minuteman 

with her own comic book, since pirate comics are the more popular fictional subjects in 

Moore’s alternate universe. In the caption, Sally embraces a man, exclaiming: “Oh, treat 

me rough, Sugar!” The man replies: “Oh, say, Baby, this is tops!” (II/8). The man’s reply 

of “tops” also links back to the violent corrective of Derf’s Knot Tops gang. According to 

Dez Skinn’s Comix: The Underground Revolution, The Tijuana Bible (“America’s 

forbidden funnies from the ‘30s to the ‘50s”) are “cigarette-packet sized eight page 

booklets, running one comic strip picture a page, dedicated to poking fun at every icon 
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imaginable. Breaking both sexual taboos and legal copyrights—with it taking almost 50 

years of litigation to prove them protected by the First Amendment—they parodied 

almost 1000 subjects, from Adolf Hitler and Al Capone to the Marx Brothers and Mickey 

Mouse” (26). 

Sally’s longing glance at the Tijuana Bible results in Laurie’s disapproval: “I said, 

doesn’t this sleazeball image bother you? Honestly mother, you . . .” (II/8). Here, Laurie 

extols the feminist interpretation of pornography as damaging and harmful to women. 

Sally’s Tijuana Bible depiction is the same dynamic Sally embraces with The Comedian. 

So despite Sally’s rape, she still covets and retains the fantasy image and sex symbol 

appeal. Also, both names, Silk Spectre and Eisner’s Nylon Rose, use a type of cloth or 

material as part of the female character’s name. In this way, the person is transformed 

into an article of clothing that you can buy and wear as a sexualized commodity.  

Sally Jupiter lashes back at Laurie: “Anyway, what about your image? At least I 

don’t have to get the H-Bomb laid every once in a while” (II/8). The mother/daughter 

argument is essentially reflexive and mirrors both women, since they share the same 

intertwined heroic identity as Silk Spectre. Yet, Sally has a stronger, if crueler argument. 

Sally’s retort suggests her own highly sexualized image is not reality, but a media image. 

Laurie’s complaints with the Tijuana Bible in reality address a larger media propaganda 

machine divorced from reality. Sally’s image may be controversial, but it is not entirely 

real either. She becomes the “Nostalgia” that Veidt manufactures. And Sally argues it is 

the act of Laurie’s willingness “to get the H-Bomb laid,” not the media distortions 

created over time by her own career.
13

 In this instance, Laurie is directly linked to the 
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kind of American military violence she despises in The Comedian by her own strange 

love of the H-Bomb (II/8). 

Sally’s sadness over the death of The Comedian, crying over his memory, is a 

troubling message, yet Sally’s kissing The Comedian’s picture ultimately provides 

emotional closure. The Minutemen group portrait of Edward Blake posing as The 

Comedian with The Silk Spectre’s lip print over his face hearkens back to the overt 

feminization of Will Eisner’s helpless Spirit being kissed into submission in “The Kissing 

Caper”. In addition, Hooded Justice, Laurie and The Comedian’s war mistress all violate 

Blake at different points in the narrative, and gain power by feminizing him. Blake is 

further humiliated when Laurie splashes a drink in his scarred face at an upscale cocktail 

party. The facial scar inflicted by his war mistress is made more noticeable in the panel 

(IX/3), where Blake protests “Only once” to amplify the present incident with the earlier 

humiliation, contrasting his present embarrassment to Sally’s past humiliation. The image 

of Sally’s lip prints glazed over The Comedian’s smiling face also serves to feminize him 

in Gibbons’ image and make The Comedian, normally strong appear notably submissive 

(XII/7). It also maintains The Comedian’s image as eternally young, and feminized, a 

kept man in Sally’s retirement home, like The Spirit’s eternal slavery fantasy acted out in 

Ellen Dolan’s pastel-colored house. The Comedian’s picture becomes a domestic fixture, 

more decorative than useful like the Spirit when bound. This artistic effect of 

feminization is also rendered when Hooded Justice, a gay man, punches Blake while 

defending Sally. In II/7, panel 6, Blake’s lips are smeared with his own blood, which 

resembles excessive lipstick, a sign of a heterosexual man being feminized by a gay man. 
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Sally’s harrowing assimilation into The Minutemen’s team is a highly coded 

progression for 1940s comic book creators and their readers assimilated by power 

fantasies into a largely male, largely white, heteronormative American culture during 

World War II. Coincidentally, post WW II was also the beginning of formal, organized 

leather and D/S organizations in the United States. Within this construct, a character like 

Nelson Gardner’s Captain Metropolis is a fictional variation on how some gay leather 

men conducted themselves after the war. Coming back to civilian life, military men like 

Gardner, fond of  discipline and uniforms, then organized themselves in secretive 

organizations where they acted out a fusion of The Hell’s Angels’, BDSM rituals and the 

military discipline they had grown familiar with, using protocol and secret symbols to 

recognize other members and their sexual preferences. This real world dynamic of 

carefully hidden, gay, ritualistic spheres also has a fair resemblance to the world of 

superheroes, coded behavior and secret identities in the comic book world. 

In contrast to Sally, Adrian Veidt engages in a protracted power exchange with 

the rest of the world. In order for Veidt to achieve his utopia, he brutally enforces his will 

and enacts a massive power front, assassinating former colleagues in his quest to enact 

peace and emerge as the superhero of his own story. In his attempt to teleport an alien 

creature, ravage New York and unite the world, he also creates a larger scale personal 

fantasy within this highly personal power construct. Hence, when Ozymandias proclaims 

in chapter XII “I did it!” seems more like a perverse sexual climax than something done 

for intellectual merit or constructive purposes (19). Also, the way Veidt uses the other 

characters makes them appear as his S/M puppets or slaves based on this power dynamic 

of covert control. Veidt demonstrates immaturity at his pleasure with the immediate 
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carnage, the killing and mayhem prior to any resultant peace. Ozymandias is Moore’s 

emblem for showing the dangers of taking a sexual fantasy and enacting it in real life, 

and how the energies that govern the erotic impulse are closely tied to the destructive 

impulse. For Ozymandias to appear as a superhero, he has to fabricate the entire scenario, 

there is no romanticizing Veidt’s life once you remove the veneer of the manufactured 

shiny plastic ending of the world doomsday scenario prepackaged and sold as easily as a 

commercial product or a news release. So although there is nothing overtly sexual about 

Ozymandias’s enjoyment of his doomsday fantasy as sexual release, it is the mere 

suggestion and hinting at his character’s underlying sexual persona that makes an absence 

of this qualifying persona so distinctly terrifying. 

This also speaks to the difficulty of realizing fantasies; any demonstrative act 

itself is only a partial representation of a fantasy and so by its very nature imperfect or 

less than the mental construction of a “perfect” fantasy. I know a scholar with 

masochistic fantasies who understands that she could never act them out, as they were too 

graphic (and perhaps dangerous) to be ultimately realized or staged. Yet, even though the 

expression of the act was deemed too extreme to be realized, she enjoyed playing around 

the act (and in this manner subverting the act) and demonstrating her masochism in a less 

direct way. And in some individuals, the act itself, once realized might quickly become 

boring or routine, even if it is a long cherished fantasy; the appeal evaporates after 

enacting the behavior, the novelty quickly fades as reality displaces fantasy and becomes 

part of the mundane once it is processed. For this reason, perhaps some fantasies are 

better left as idealized thoughts and not fully realized if an allure is to remain. 
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Fig. 20. Eisner, Will. The Spirit Archives. Ed. Dale Crain. Vol. 12. New York: DC  

Comics, 2003. 108. Print. Moore, Alan. Watchmen. 1986-7. Art by Dave Gibbons. China: 

DC Comics, 2005. XII. 30. Print.  
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Also, if the masochist necessarily shows imagination as Reik professes, 

Ozymandias, as Watchmen’s dominant sadist appears to show a startling lack of 

imagination. Adrian Veidt may indeed be the world’s smartest man, but is not the most 

imaginative. His plan to unite the world in peace by killing a large number of New 

Yorkers appears difficult to justify in that there must have been other more creative 

options to “save the world” with perhaps a smaller body count. His name Ozymandias, 

fondness for Ramesses II, and patterning after Alexander the Great, demonstrate Veidt is 

not necessarily following his own creative path of world salvation, but rather mimicking 

past conquerors in painstaking detail. His killing Max Shea and the other hired artists 

demonstrates his own artistic impotence as well, given that he has to hire other artists to 

create his alien vision, and then destroy the artists after they created his designs. I believe 

this act goes beyond simply silencing witnesses. Killing Shea and the other artists allows 

him to take complete credit for the salvation as destruction in absentia. This would be 

comparable to Walt Disney orchestrating the deaths of the Sleeping Beauty animation 

team after the production wrapped so he could take sole credit. Veidt’s fondness for the 

Ozymandias costume demonstrates that he has a costume fetish and clearly wants to 

“play” at the role of being a model superhero even in isolation, acting out his destructive 

fantasy with human puppets more for himself (his ego, his glory, his perfected-ness) than 

for world peace. 

As much as Veidt appears to be the ultimate solitary outsider, other characters 

undergo enforced cultural conversion even as they assimilate themselves. Edward Blake 

stands in for mainstream American military values and the pervasive violence American 

immigrants had to contend with in order to successfully persevere and assimilate.
14

 Sally, 
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a Polish immigrant, changes her name to Jupiter from Juspeczyk, distancing herself from 

her ethnic heritage. From Sally’s speech, she appears to possess little formal education. 

Sally’s assimilation story continues as she prepares Laurie for the same career, and 

potentially even more power and material success. As Silk Spectre II, Laurie’s status is 

dependent on her relationship with Dr. Manhattan. As such, Sally Jupiter’s personal 

history of assimilation under duress is linked to war-era American comics creators being 

assimilated into the culture with other young American immigrants reading comics as an 

indoctrination to American culture. Since Sally submits to America’s power fantasy and 

works towards cultivating a salable media image, she succeeds—at least in the sense that 

she herself becomes a commodity. In this way, Sally’s forgiveness of The Comedian is a 

formative, if twisted indoctrination into the bizarre American dream writ large.  

Sally Jupiter’s Tijuana Bible necessarily fascinates Alan Moore, standing in as a 

touchstone for his three formidable obsessions: 1. Borrowing and reworking well-known 

characters with surprising results, 2. Kinky sex and 3. The formative limits of the comics 

as medium. In Comic Book Rebels, Moore explains: “America was like a huge 

playground—full of all these great, quaint old characters that were left lying around by 

the publishers. . ., The idea of telling stories that were longer than eight pages—that 

seemed incredibly luxurious!” (Wiater 164). Moore is not directly referencing Tijuana 

Bibles in this quote, but the sentiment of experience is the same. Sally Jupiter’s 8-page 

Tijuana Bible is the same page length allotted to Alan Moore when he was working in 

British comics and approximately Will Eisner’s length during his run on The Spirit. 

(Curiously, this panel occurs on page eight of Watchmen and there are eight panels on 

page eight, a minor stylistic conceit.) Moore’s fondness for reworking popular characters 
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from the public domain is mimicked in the Tijuana bible. And Moore’s ventures into 

pornographic exercises (Lost Girls, The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen: Black 

Dossier) also link to the Tijuana Bibles’ twisted sexuality. Sally Jupiter’s Tijuana Bible 

represents Moore’s trio of artful obsessions in a single Watchmen panel (II/2). And due to 

the anonymity of a Tijuana Bible author, the creators, like Moore do not compromise, 

and retain complete creative control over their medium.  

At Watchmen’s end, Sally Jupiter gives Dan her Tijuana Bible, and Dan admits 

to owning Sally’s comic in 1952, when he would have been around 12 years old. Clearly, 

Dan modeled himself on Hollis Mason’s all-American wholesomeness as Nite-Owl, but 

also embraced the kinkier aspects of superheroes at a formative age. (The Tijuana Bible’s 

influence on Dan would likely only bolster Fredric Wertham’s argument that comic 

books are a dangerous influence on 12-year old minds. Dan was “damaged” enough from 

Sally’s Tijuana Bible to keep his “Twilight Lady” picture and then develop a relationship 

with the more dominant Laurie while dressing up in a superhero costume.) 

Dan accepts the Tijuana Bible as a gift and embraces the nostalgia of her exploits. 

The Tijuana Bible functions as a symbolic dowry, given as Sally approves of their union. 

His final words are, “Nite Owl and Silk Spectre, sounds neat.” With Dan’s closure, 

Moore recaptures the gee whiz moment of period comics after attending to some darker 

moments, saying that comic books are also pop culture fun despite engaging in a genre-

changing exercise. Yet at the same time, Laurie makes the case for wearing a costume 

similar to her father’s: “Silk Spectre’s too girly, y’know? Plus, I want a better costume 

that protects me: Maybe something leather, with a mask over my face . . . Also, maybe I 

oughtta carry a gun” (XII/30). Hence, Laurie will mimic her father in costume, arms, and 
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sadomasochistic attire to protect herself, and this also hints at acceptance of The 

Comedian’s legacy, and partial forgiveness for her father. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Sexuality in Watchmen demonstrates why superhero sexuality was censored in 

Fredric Wertham’s Seduction of the Innocent. First, Moore demonstrates the necessity of 

separating private and public identities. Because The Comedian, Rorschach and Nite-Owl 

are such oversize personalities, we assume what they conquer will be subjugated or 

somehow informed and violated by their sexuality. The concern over sexuality informing 

character has perhaps been the greatest barrier in the struggle for women’s rights. The 

flawed assumption is that due to woman’s submissive role during the sex act, women 

would revert to this same kind of submissive behavior when acting as leaders.  

According to Robert J. Stoller, in support of Zurbriggen and Yost’s research:   

Many behaviors commonly called feminine can be found in some biologically 

normal males. Trying to pin an explanation of femininity on a biological 

bedrock—women are by nature masochistic or passive—can lead to oppressive 

social consequences as well as a poor summary of data. (40) 

In fact, Reik’s research states men are more masochistic than women. Part of the 

cultural resistance against S/M themed comics is their discourse eliminates the 

patriarchy’s persistence, allowing individuals to choose their roles rather than mandating 

them along gender lines. The female can be the alpha as easily as the male, it is role 

preference rather than prescriptively dictating all women are submissive or all males are 

dominant at all times.  
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In superhero stories, violence and the law are negotiated in the storyline. Still, we 

should ask, “Whose violence and whose law?” Because the end result is punishment for 

the criminals, most superheroes are often directly causing the sadomasochistic rituals in 

criminal prosecution and sentencing. Because heroes enacting public battles with power 

exchanges suggest S/M, the natural assumption is that S/M motivates their personal lives. 

Within this twin dynamic, the law and punishment naturally intertwines with recreational 

S/M, rather than enforcing law and order. This is problematic because most superheroes 

claim a smug moral victory in conquering their antagonists akin to Hooded Justice’s 

pleasure through violence. If sexual pleasure is at stake and not the law, then the exercise 

becomes pornographic. 

Since S/M and the law reflect one another, as Delany indicates, superheroes are in 

conflict with the law when they treat it in a cavalier manner. Their sexuality further 

becomes part of their identity whether they welcome or even recognize it in themselves. 

Do superheroes serve the greater good or simply create power exchanges as wish 

fulfillment id-driven pleasure? To Moore’s credit, he is able to rework comic book myths 

within a realistic framework demonstrating this dilemma. At Watchmen’s finale, Dan and 

Laurie’s agreement to fight crime and wear a specific type of costume serves as a 

contract between them, while still espousing superhero vigilantism.  

Dan and Laurie’s preparations to adventure propel us back into the world of 

comics as fun, temporarily displacing the stark narrative of nonconsensual violence and 

sadomasochism. Moore justifies Watchmen’s realism by ending on a note of comics as 

pop culture entertainment. Watchmen is an interlude contrasting the real with the 

romanticizing of the fantastic. Moore likely did not realize Watchmen would so impact 
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later comics, as future writers mimicking Watchmen attempted the same level of realism 

without Moore’s artistry, sophistication or end message of achieving hope in the face of 

desperation. Indeed, post-Watchmen comics became much grittier, a trend Moore does 

not entirely endorse despite his demonstrated influence on the medium. 

Watchmen realistically depicts sexuality, with superheroes preserving the status 

quo of repression in an extended Nixonian era, while the frank discussion of torture and 

street crime distorts and misrepresents consensual BDSM. When separating these acts 

(consensual BDSM and non-consensual violence), Moore makes a distinction, but he still 

shows the uncomfortable associations as the two different acts are confused and 

misunderstood by Watchmen’s characters. Moore shows why it is easy to confuse these 

two distinctly different types of coded behavior, since most of the characters enact these 

rituals in their personal and professional lives. 

Watchmen’s reverse mirror duality is succinctly represented in Chapter XII, “A 

Stronger Loving World.” On the splash page, the newspaper vendor’s fluttering pages 

clearly read “War?” Yet when Dr. Manhattan reads the paper on page seven, the upside 

down image of the text makes “War?” appear as “Love” with a lopsided capital E in 

panel two. Here, Moore seems to be showing the similarities between creative and 

destructive acts, in the way Ozymandias channels both creative and destructive energy.  

Watchmen’s other extreme gender dynamic and reversal is The Comedian’s 

feminization by multiple women and also by Hooded Justice. Watchmen and The Spirit 

both express revelation when male sexuality is broken down, exposed and then made into 

something feminine, or displaced by femininity. Even Veidt’s persona can be seen as 

ostensibly masculine with a distinctly feminized manner. Watchmen’s challenge is 
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accepting the feminized persona as strength and not weakness. A strong woman like 

Laurie displays aggressive characteristics and this is reinforced as a positive character 

trait. Yet a strong, female character that appears in most respects to be admirably 

masculine, rather than feminine, is then masculine except in appearance. In this sense, 

characters like Laurie are masculinized, but this characterization choice, imbuing a 

female with male traits, is seen as positive specifically because it is not feminine. Yet, 

The Comedian’s overt feminization in Watchmen and The Spirit’s conversion are 

something to be guarded against as it radically challenges gender norms and causes 

instability. Will Eisner’s Spirit functions as a gender renegotiation, and reveals Eisner as 

a proto-feminist. The opposite view that Eisner was merely having fun with these issues 

at women’s expense is also plausible, but demonstrates that he was at least discussing 

gender and power in his work, and not completely disempowering women as so many 

other period comics routinely did. 

If overt feminization of men is unnatural, it appears counterintuitive for these 

reasons. The Comedian and The Spirit’s masculinity is overpowered by culturally weaker 

female characteristics and subdued in both Eisner and Moore’s worlds. Califia suggests 

these same transgressions within role-playing are liberating: “S/M roles are not related to 

gender or sexual orientation or race or class. My own needs dictate which role I will 

adopt” (166). For this reason, since S/M roles are gender-less, they constitute an 

overarching challenge to the norm. The challenge lies in accepting sexuality as fluid, so 

even when a feminine design overpowers the masculine persona, we react approvingly, 

rather than demonstrate disapprobation. If accepting the reversal of sexual norms can 

truly be embraced, and applauding the female persona becomes normative, then the moral 
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valuations we place on gender and sexual ambiguity can perhaps be displaced in the 

future for the greater opportunity to support the individual’s best interests rather than feel 

the pressure to adopt a highly coded but meaningless sexual persona. 

Eisner and Moore similarly explored this sexuality in many of their other works. 

For Moore, it is most interestingly explored in Lost Girls with artist Melinda Gebbie, a 

pornographic comic focusing on the nature of sexuality, which also highlights the 

essential harmlessness of pornography. Moore states in his interview with Adi 

Tantimedh, “I should imagine that pedophiles or any rapist do not need to take their 

inspiration from literature or art or pornography.” And Moore further identifies 

pornography as squiggles on paper (as referenced earlier during Rorschach’s meta comics 

analysis) as opposed to confusing Lost Girls with anyone who actually lived and 

committed a sex crime. Inasmuch, Moore would view BDSM sexuality in comics as a 

safety valve that allows readers to vicariously explore ideas through the imagination 

rather than creating a blueprint or coda for future criminals to imitate. Indeed, from a real 

world perspective, Miller states, “aficionados of S/M are not the neo-Nazi thugs outsiders 

often imagine. On the whole, they are as nonviolent and well-adjusted as any other 

segment of the population” (265). Aligning himself with Moore, Edmund White states, 

“their sex lives, one might say, so thoroughly drain off the normal human reservoir of 

nastiness that they emerge as relatively benign beings” (qtd. in Miller 265). 

Within this framework, BDSM is shown to have a thematic appeal not just for 

Moore and Eisner but to the larger world of fantastic literature, comics and their creators. 

I would emphasize that this is not always as much about the artists own obsessions 

(although certainly they are present), as it is echoes of the larger social issues within the 
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framework of BDSM themes in an already constructed “real” world, highlighting the 

artist’s particular concerns. And ideally these themes function for Moore to create a 

safety release and an imaginative reworking of these societal concerns. And at other 

times erotica functions (notice the exacting connotative differences between pornography 

“bad” and erotica “good”) in a manner that is not just entertainment, but potentially 

healthful as well. And if BDSM themes were not so widespread as to attract a mass 

audience, you would not have such huge commercial successes as Watchmen, or Stieg 

Larsson’s 2008 novel, The Girl With The Dragon Tattoo, which clearly delineates the 

line between consensual and nonconsensual BDSM.  Yet as Moore reminds us in the 

Tantimedh interview, “In countries where pornography is readily available, such as 

Denmark, Holland, Spain, they have much more widespread pornography than we do in 

England or America, but they also have far less children raped and strangled and thrown 

into a canal.” Given these controversies, and the evidence presented, I believe we are 

much healthier when discussing these concerns in imaginative literature and the popular 

arts rather than censoring what we fear when we are unwilling or unable to understand 

the real and complex nature of societal issues and how they manifest themselves through 

popular culture. 
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NOTES 

 

                                                 
1
 Eisner’s complications often ensue from femme fatales like Nylon Rose 

and P’Gell, linking his stories to cinematic film noir. (Film noir is a 

specific descriptor for cinema—Eisner’s use of shadows, violence, 

fatalism and focus on the travails of the lower social classes 

establishes him as exhibiting this brand of comics noir.) 
2
 Eisner is both the artist and writer for The Spirit, (except for when 
other artists took over during Eisner’s military service in WWII during 

1942-45). I reference Eisner without other attribution as I would with 

an artist/writer team. Later, when discussing Alan Moore’s Watchmen, I 

would primarily reference Moore as part of a collaborative team with 

artist Dave Gibbons. In comics, a writer/artist team is more common 

than creators like Art Spiegelman (Maus) and Eisner, creators who both 

write and draw their creations. 
3 Eisner was attempting to write a comic for adults. If sadomasochism 

and Sunday comics over the breakfast table do not seem compatible, 

consider that the delivery was through a newspaper supplement, and that 

the evolution of the modern news media has come to be, particularly in 

broadcast media, rife with focusing on sadomasochistic elements of the 

world and sensationalizing its limitless dangers to the widest possible 

audience. These dangers are projected on the largest possible audience 

with little care to insulate a public from real life accounts of 

sadomasochism. On the other extreme, the media devours and regurgitates 

cases of BDSM sex. Consider for instance, the tabloid case documented 

in Joyce McKinney and the Case of the Manacled Mormon (Delano). This 

real life story, where an overseas Mormon is abducted by a former 

beauty queen, tied up in a remote British cottage, and raped, or at 

least the consent was questionable. When the male is the sexual 

“victim” of a woman this has a tendency to fascinate audiences. The 

victim in question was Kirk Anderson, a devout Mormon who was kidnapped 

and held as a sexual prisoner. The incident quickly became fodder for 

the British tabloids and accounts vary as to whether Anderson was 

kidnapped or some level of consent was involved. 
4
 More often in comics, the disavowal of identity involves the “real 

person” giving up the superhero identity, as Dan Dreiberg temporarily 

gives up being Nite-Owl 2 in Watchmen. In Marvel Comics’ The Fantastic 

Four, Ben Grimm becomes The Thing, and loses part of his humanity by 

virtue of his monstrous physical transformation. Yet The Thing is still 

referred to as Ben and The Thing as nomenclature is more in keeping 

with an unwelcome and permanent physical transformation than it is with 

a purposeful choice to displace Ben Grimm’s identity once The Thing 

mutates into existence. The irony is that The Spirit, without powers, 

has no need to remember his humanity, he is handed enough beatings to 

readily understand that he is mortal and can embody both pain and power 

within a single existence.  
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In addition, most of The Spirit’s villains do not care to know or 

reveal his previous Denny Colt identity as in other Superhero comics, 

where having a secret identity exposed is a common superhero weakness. 

Unlike Superman and Batman, no Spirit villain regularly tries to unmask 

him, and the instances where they do are rarities often contrived by 

plot circumstances. Hence, the Spirit’s permanent loss of identity is 

not the norm established in the superhero world and is indicative of a 

masochistic nature that embodies a readiness to abandon one’s own 

identity.  
5 The Spirit was unconscious in “Nylon Rose” but apparently, even Nylon 
thought it appropriate for her intended quarry to be conscious, or 

perhaps she prefers some kind of struggle, however one sided. 
6 In order to demonstrate how important hands are in Eisner’s world, 

consider the Spirit’s nemesis The Octopus. Eisner hides the Octopus’s 

face, but reveals his three-striped gloved hands as a reliable way of 

identifying the villain on a consistent basis. The fact that Eisner 

only draws his hands also demonstrates the power and sense of grasping 

that this image conveys for The Octopus, representing a many-tentacled 

creature, in the narrative. Also, notice the splash page image of Ellen 

Dolan in the April 27, 1941 “Ellen Dolan Detective Agency” where she 

tilts back in a chair with one hand clenched in a fist while the other 

hand palm out, fingers up, to demonstrate her authority. 
7
 Reik’s evidence for this asserts that it is proven by the fact that 

individuals with weakly developed imagination show no inclination to 

become masochists (44). Reik does not assert other evidence of this 

statement, indeed how could he? But this theory would be in keeping 

with masochism being a prevalent trait in a genre of the fantastic, 

such as comic books. It would also suggest that both imaginative 

creators and readers would show a greater tendency towards masochism 

versus non-readers of the fantastic. Reik also neglects the question of 

whether non-sadists also show a decided lack of imagination. 
8
 How is male sexuality portrayed in “The Kissing Caper”? Dolan’s police 

officers are voracious and lust-filled. As the story begins, officers 

are furiously arguing over who will take the “lip print case” (TSA 12, 

103-2). The riot squad sergeant explains, “Y’see, mister, a man was 

just beaten and robbed . . . The only clue is a lipstick print . . . 

Well, every wolf on the force wants to investigate the case 

personally!” Eisner cuts to the next panel of a police officer 

barricading the door and telling Dolan “I can’t hold them much longer, 

sir . . . They all claim seniority rights to the case!” 
9 This provokes the question, what is the actual gender of Eisner’s 

criminal mastermind, The Octopus? His face is never shown in the comic 

strip, although The Octopus is traditionally gendered as masculine, but 

as The Kissing Caper reveals, the overt suggestion of gender and 

sexuality means very little. 
10

 Useless King. 

11  The ‘special significance of phantasy’, that is the form of the 

phantasy (the phantasy experienced for its own sake, or the scene which 

is dreamed, dramaticized, ritualized and which is an indispensible 

element of masochism). 2 The ‘suspense factor’ (the waiting, the delay, 

expressing the way in which anxiety affects sexual tension and inhibits 

its discharge). 3 The ‘demonstrative’ or, more accurately, the 

persuasive feature (the particular way in which the masochist exhibits 

his suffering, embarrassment and humiliation). 4 The ‘provocative 
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factor’ (the masochist aggressively demands punishment since it 

resolves anxiety and allows him to enjoy the forbidden pleasure) (Reik 

44-91). 
12 Consider Sally Jupiter’s last name was originally Juspeczyk, 

phonetically similar to “Justice.” Jupiter is also the Roman God of law 

and social order. The Comedian, America’s military machine, literally 

rapes Justice. 
13

 The women represent feminine power at opposite ends of the spectrum. 
Sally’s relationship with the Comedian is one of abuse and humiliation, 

and yet she glorifies Blake at the end of Watchmen and embraces her 

submissive relationship. Laurie also derives power from sexuality and 

uses this to her advantage, exerting her personal influence over Dr. 

Manhattan and later Nite-Owl. The women argue over the unfairness of 

sex as power and they approach female sexuality and power from 

different ends of the spectrum. (Sally Jupiter’s “sleazeball image” 

made her a saleable commodity; Laurie’s relationship with Dr. Manhattan 

gave her immediate status as she lures him away from Janey Slater.) Yet 

Laurie as a feminist accepts sex as power and frequently dominates Dr. 

Manhattan and Nite-Owl, while Sally seems content to give up power and 

be submissive. 
14

 Comic book creators like Will Eisner were beaten by bullies at a young 

age, ostensibly at least in part because of their Jewish heritage. 
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